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Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Attention: Mr. Jeffrey A. Ciocco

Docket No. 52-021
MHI Ref: UAP-HF-12135

Subject: Transmittal of the US-APWR DCD GSI-191 Tracking Report (May 2012
Version)

References: [1] Letter MHI Ref: UAP-HF-11449 from Y. Ogata (MHI) to the U.S. NRC,
"Updated Closure Plan for Issues Associated with GSi-191 for the
US-APWR Design Certification", dated December 21, 2011
(ML11362A464).

[2] Letter MHI Ref: UAP-HF-12111 from Y. Ogata (MHI) to the U.S. NRC,
"Transmittal of the US-APWR DCD and Technical Report GSI-191
Tracking Report, (April 2012 Version)", dated April 27, 2012
(ML12124A353).

With this letter, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. ("MHI") transmits to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission ("NRC") the document entitled "US-APWR DCD GSI-191
Tracking Report (May 2012 Version)".

Enclosed is the final DCD GSI-1 91 Tracking Report (TR) associated with GSI-1 91 Closure
Activities committed to the NRC in Reference 1. The first GSI-191 TR was submitted for
advance staff review in April 2012 (Reference 2) to confirm that the required information
was appropriately addressed in the proposed DCD Tier 1 and Tier 2 mark-ups. The
additional information provided in the TR is associated with the design change for the
recirculation flow path. The TR also includes other information to address staff comments
since the September 2011 public meeting.

MHI continues work on the GSI-191 Closure Actions per the schedule identified in
Reference 1. As a result of these continuing efforts, the final GSI-1 91 TR does not include
layout drawing revisions. Layout drawings which will be revised for GSI-191 changes and
included in the Seismic TR are identified in Enclosure 3. Furthermore, this GSI-191 TR
does not include changes due to revised test results and associated technical reports, or
other RAI responses, which will be provided separately.

The following RAIs have been amended to reflect the design change for the recirculation
flow path. The amended responses to these RAIs have been separately transmitted to the
NRC. Incorporation of these responses into the GSI-191 TR is summarized below. RAI
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912-6355, regarding temperature scaling, is not revised at this time since this RAI is still
under discussion pending the final test results.

RAI No. Description DCD Impact Status
354-2585 RWSP drain line description N/A
373-2826 CS/RHR pump NPSH N/A
530-3989 Debris delay time and ineffective pool volume N/A
695-4934 Flow rate calculation from NaTB N/A
715-5262 RWSP water pH analysis N/A
740-5719 Hold up calculation Incorporated in TR
815-5986 Debris delay calculation Incorporated in TR
839-6103 Hold up calculation Incorporated in TR
921-6415 Hold up calculation N/A

Enclosure 1 contains certain information, designated pursuant to the Commission as
sensitive unclassified non-safeguards information, referred to as security-related
information ("SRI"), that is to be withheld from public disclosure under 10 CFR § 2.390.
The information that is SRI in Enclosure 2 is identified by brackets. Another version of the
document omitting the SRI is included as Enclosure 2. In this public version, the SRI is
replaced by the designation "[Security-Related Information - Withheld under 10 CFR
2.390]".

Lastly, this report is independent from the standard DCD TRs submitted periodically to the
NRC, which include comprehensive changes to all chapters. The proposed changes
included in this report will eventually be consolidated into the standard DCD TRs after
closure of all GSI-191 activities.

Please contact Mr. Joseph Tapia, General Manager of Licensing Department, Mitsubishi
Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc. if the NRC has questions concerning any aspect of this
submittal. His contact information is provided below.

Sincerely,

Yoshiki Ogata,
Director- APWR Promoting Department
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD.



Enclosures:

1. US-APWR DCD GSI-191 Tracking Report (May 2012 Version) - SRI included

2. US-APWR DCD GSI-191 Tracking Report (May 2012 Version) - SRI excluded

3. List of Figures to be Updated for GSI-191 and Transmitted to the NRC as Part of the
Seismic Tracking Report

CC: J. A. Ciocco
J. Tapia

Contact Information
Joseph Tapia, General Manager of Licensing Department
Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc.
1001 19th Street North, Suite 710
Arlington, VA 22209
E-mail: joseph-tapia@mnes-us.com
Telephone: (703) 908 - 8055
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Enclosure 2

US-APWR DCD GSI-191 Tracking Report

Proposed Changes for
GSI-191 Closure Activities

(May 2012 Version)
SRI Excluded

This is the final DCD GSI-191 Tracking Report (TR) associated with the GSI-191 Closure
Activities committed to in MHI Letter UAP-HF-1 1449 dated December 21, 2011. In this
public version of the document all SRI has been replaced by the placeholder
"[Security-Related Information - Withheld under 10 CFR 2.390]". This report is
independent from the standard DCD TRs submitted periodically to the NRC, which include
comprehensive changes to all DCD chapters. The proposed changes included in this
report will eventually be consolidated into the standard DCD TRs.

The first GSI-1 91 TR was provided for advance staff review to confirm that the required
information is included in DCD. This final GSI-191 TR shows the changes for the majority
of the figures, but does not include some layout drawings since those will be included in
the Seismic TR. The layout drawings to be provided in the Seismic TR are identified in
Enclosure 3.



Change Summary

Chapter Section Table / Figure Current Living DCD page Summary of change

Tier I Table 2.4.4-1 2.4-37 Recirculation system configuration change (deletion of transfer piping and

refueling cavity drain piping). Addition of SSCs (e.g., valves, overflow piping,
debris interceptor) per Tier 2 Table 3.2-2 change

Tier 1 Table 2.4.4-2 2.4-41 Addition of mechanical equipment (i.e., valves and debris interceptor) per Tier 2
Table 3.2-2 and 3.9-14 changes

Tier I Table 2.4.4-3 2.4-42 Recirculation system configuration change (deletion of transfer piping and
refueling cavity drain piping). Addition of piping (i.e., overflow pipe) per Tier 2
Table 3.2-2 change

Tier I Table 2.4.4-S,.AC#7.b.iii.b 2.4-50 RWSP water inventory change

Tier 1 Table 2.4.4-5, AC#7.b.iv 2.4-50 Strainer surface area change

Tier 1 Section 2.4.4.1 Table 2.4.4-5, AC#7.b.iiv 2.4-51 ITAAC to verify debris interceptor design (e.g., mesh size)

Tier 1 Figure 2.4.4-1 (Sheet 4) 2.4-59 Update P&ID to be consistent with revised recirculation system configuration.

Tier 1 Section 2.11.1.1 Table 2.11.1-2, ITAAC #4 2.11-3 Wording change to refer to floor openings between SG compartments and

reactor cavity

3 3.2 Table 3.2-2 3.2-29 (sheet 13 of 56), 3.2-48 (sheet 32 of RWSP Overflow pipe and debris interceptor equipment classification

56), 3.2-49 (sheet 33 of 56)

3 3.4 3.4-9 Water elevations and description of recirculating water flowpath

3 3.4 3.4-10 Recirculation system configuration change, RWSP water volume
3 3.4 3.4-11 Total RWSP water volume and PCCV elevation

3 3.8 3.8.1-3 3.8-100 RWSP water level

3 3.8 Figure 3.8.3-6 3.8-193 (sheet 2 of 7) Layout (Interior Compartments Wall Layout and Configuration plan view)
3 3.8 Figure 3.8.3-9 3.8-208 (sheet 2 of 3) Layout (Containment Internal Structure Pressure Loads)

3 3.8 Figure 3.8.3-13, 17 3.8-213, 3.8-217 Layout (Structural Categories)

3 Table 3.9-14 3.9-230 Add 2 rows for RWSP overflow pipe check valve
3 13J Figure 3J-2 (sheet 1 of 10, 2 of 10, Layout (Containment Internal Structure)

9 of 10, 10 of 10) 3J-16, 3J-17, 3J-24, 3J-25

6 6.1.1.2.3 6.1-4 RWSP water volume

6 6.2.1.1.2 6.2-4 Recirculation system configuration change

6 6.2.1.1.3 6.2-5 Total number, layout, and arrangement of the floor openings, debris

incteceptors, and overflow pipes

6 6.2.1.2.2 6.2-20 Description of floor openings
6 6.2.2.2.3 6.2-45 RWSP 100% water level elevation value

6 6.2.2.2.5 6.2-45,46 Total number, layout, and arrangement of the floor openings, debris

incteceptors, and overflow pipes

6 6.2.2.2.6 6.2-47 Revised minimum surface area and fabrication tolerances

6 6.2.2.3.8 6.2-58 Deleted discussion of NRC vortex prevention guidance

6 6.2.2.3.11 6.2-59 RWSP transfer pipes and reactor cavity drain pipes

6 Table 6.2.1-3 6.2-86 RWSP and holdup volumes

6 Table 6.2.1-4 6.2-87 RWSP volume

6 Table 6.2.1-5 6.2-88 RWSP volume

(1/2)



Change Summary

Chapter Section Table / Figure Current Living DCD page Summary of change

6 Table 6.2.2-2 (Sht 1) 6.2-184 RWSP volume

6 Table 6.2.2-2 (Sht 2) 6.2-185 Design description of strainer

6 Table 6.2.2-2 (Sht 3) 6.2-186 Recirculation flow paths and description of debris interceptor

6 Table 6.2.2-2 (Sht 4) 6.2-187 Sump strainer and debris interceptor class / design description of strainer

6 Table 6.2.2-2 (Sht 5). 6.2-188 Strainer description and design evaluations

6 Table 6.2.2-2 (Sht 10) 6.2-193 Containment pressure for NPSH calculation

6 Figure 6.2.1-9 6.2-233 Flow path to the RWSP and transfer pipes/ Caption for figure

6 Figure 6.2.1-10 6.2-234 Hold-up water volume

6 Figure 6.2.1-11 6.2-235 RWSP Water Levels ( EL of 100% water level)

6 Figure 6.2.1-12 6.2-236 RWSP Transfer Piping

6 Figure 6.2.1-13 6.2-237 Remove NaTB piping to Refueling Cavity Drain Line

6 Figure 6.2.1-14 6.2-238 Debris interceptor

6 Figure 6.2.1-15 6.2-239 RWSP overflow piping - Add check valve

6 Figure 6.2.1-16 6.2-240 Layout - Remove Transfer Pipes, add new openings and overflow pipes

6 Figure 6.2.1-70 6.2-294 Reactor Cavity Sectional View

6 Figure 6.2.1-71 6.2-295 Reactor Cavity Plan View

6 Figure 6.2.1-73 6.2-297 Steam Generator Subcompartment Plan View

6 Figure 6.2.1-74 6.2-298 Pressurizer Subcompartment Sectional View

6 Figure 6.2.2-7 6.2-319 RWSP and holdup volumes

6 6.3.2.1.1 6.3-4 RWSP water elevation

6 6.3.2.2.3 6.3-7 RWSP volume and maximum temperature

6 6.3.2.2.4 6.3-8 Overflow piping (connecting pipe) description

6 6.3.2.2.5 6.3-9 Configulation change of two refueling cavity drain pipes to RWSP and NaTB

transfer pipes
6 Figure 6.3-5 (Sht 3) 6.3-48 RWSP volume / design temperature and peak temperature following LOCA

6 Figure 6.3-12 6.3-74 NaTB Solution Transfer Piping Diagram

6 6.5.2.2 6.5-8 RWSP water volume

14 Table 14.3-1a (Sht 2) 14.3-32 Overflow pipe description

14 Table 14.3-1a (Sht 3) 14.3-33 RWSP water volume

15 15.6.5.2.1 15.6-61 Deleteted tansfer pipe description

15 Table 15.6.5-3 15.6-91 RWSP volume

16 TS 3.5.4 3.5.4-2 RWSP volume

16 B 3.5.4 B 3.5.4-2 RWSP volume

19 19.1.6 19.1-145, 146 Description of debris interceptors

19 _Table 19.1-119 (Sht 6) 19.1-913 Overflow pipe description

19 ITable 19.1-119 (Sht 31) 19.1-938 Description of debris interceptors

(2/2)



2.4 REACTOR SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.4.4-1 Emergency Core Cooling System Location of Equipment and Piping

System and Components Location

ECC/CS Suction Strainers Containment

Safety injection pumps Reactor Building

Accumulators Containment

Refueling Water Storage Pit Containment

NaTB Baskets Containment

NaTB Basket Containers Containment

Safety injection piping and valves between the direct vessel injection
penetration and including the check valve SIS-VLV-012 A, B, C, D Containment
upstream of the direct vessel injection penetration

Safety injection piping and valves upstream of and excluding the check Containment and
valve SIS-VLV-012A,B,C,D upstream of the direct vessel injection Reactor Building
penetration

Hot leg injection piping downstream of and including the motor operated Containment
valves SIS-MOV-014 A ,B, C, D

Hot leg injection piping upstream of but excluding the motor operated Containment
valves SIS-MOV-014 A, B, C, D

Accumulator piping and valves on the RCS side of and including the Containment
check valves SIS-VLV-102 A, B, C, D

Accumulator piping and valves on the accumulator side of but excluding Containment
the check valves SIS-VLV-102 A, B, C, D

Emergency letdown isolation valves SIS-MOV-031A, 031 D, 032A, 032D Containment
and piping between valves

Accumulator nitrogen vent piping up and including valves SlS-VLV-1 14, Containment and
SIS-MOV-121A,B Reactor Building

NaTB solution transfer piping Containment

RW, P !tnf, . i. 1 piping eAtu$ ,,vF .

Refueling cavity drain piping Containment

Debris interceptors Containment

Reactor cavity overflow piping to the RWSP Containment

Header compartment overflow pipina to the RWSP Containment

RWSP overflow PiPing to CN drain oumg room Containment

MIC-03-Tl-O

MIC-03-T1-O
0006

Tier I 
2.4-37 Re~R4

Tier 1 2.4-37 Ravisis"



2.4 REACTOR SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.4.4-2 Emergency Core Cooling System Equipment Characteristics (Sheet 4 of 4)

ASME Loss ofCode Remotely Class I E/ Active Motive

Equipment Name Tag No. Code Seismic Operated Qual. For PSMS Safety Power
Section Category I Valve Harsh Envir. Control Function
III Class Position

Safety Injection Pump Discharge SIS-VLV-004 A,B,C,D 2 Yes No - Transfer
Check Valves Open

Safety Injection Pump Minimum SIS-FT-072, 073, 074, - Yes - Yes/No - - -

Flow 075

Accumulator Water Level SIS-LT-010, 020, - Yes - Yes/Yes - - -
030,040

Accumulator Pressure SIS-PT-010, 020, 030, - Yes - Yes/Yes - - -
040

Safety Injection Pump Suction SIS-PT-060, 061, 062, - Yes - Yes/No - - -

Pressure 063

Safety Injection Pump Discharge SIS-PT-064, 065, 066, - Yes - Yes/No - - -

Pressure 067

Refueling Water Storage Pit RWS-LT-01 0, 011, - Yes - Yes/Yes - - -

Water Level 012, 013

Safety Injection Pump Discharge SIS-FT-062, 063, 064,Flw05- Yes -- Yes/No -- -- --Flow 065

Debris Intercegtors SIS-SST-001-A. B. C. - Yes -
D, E, F. G

RWSP Overflow Pipe Check
-V alve s S R W S-V LV -078, 079 2Y es •--- _ -

NOTE:
Dash (-) indicates not applicable

MIC-03-T1-0
0006

Tier I 2.4-41



2.4 REACTOR SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.4.4-3 Emergency Core Cooling System Piping Characteristics

ASME Code Leak Seismic
Pipe Line Name Section III Before Category I

Class Break

SI piping and valves between the DVI penetration and
including the check valve SIS-VLV-012 A, B, C, D upstream 1 No Yes
of the DVI penetration

SI piping and valves upstream of and excluding the check
valve SIS-VLV-012 A, B, C, D upstream of the DVI 2 No Yes
penetration

Hot leg injection piping downstream of and including the 4
motor operated valves SIS-MOV-014 A, B, C, D

Hot leg injection piping upstream of but excluding the 4 2 No Yes
motor operated valves SIS-MOV-014 A, B, C, D

Accumulator piping and valves on the RCS side of and 1 Yes Yes
including the check valves SIS-VLV-102 A, B, C, D

Accumulator piping and valves on the accumulator side of 2 No Yes
but excluding the check valves SIS-VLV-102 A, B, C, D

Emergency letdown isolation valves SIS-MOV-031A, 031D, 1 No Yes
032A, 032D and piping between valves

Accumulator nitrogen vent piping up and including valves 2 No Yes
SIS-AOV-114, SIS-MOV-121A,B

NaTB solution transfer piping 2 No Yes

R'GP tnfaR piping 2 NoV80MIC-03-T1l-
0006

Refueling cavity drain piping 2 No Yes

Reactor cavity overflow piping to the RWSP 2 No Yes MIC-03-T10
0006

Header comoartment overflow piping to the RWSP 2 No Yes

RWSP overflow pipina to CN drain oump room 2 No Yes

Tier I 
2.442 ReY~A4

Tier 1 2.4-42 RevoeoeR 3



2.4 REACTOR SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.4.4-5 Emergency Core Cooling System Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and
Acceptance Criteria (Sheet 6 of 10)

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses [ Acceptance Criteria

7.b.ii The as-built safety
injection pump injection
test will be performed.
Analysis will be
performed to convert the
test results from the test
conditions to the design
condition.

7.b.ii A report exists and concludes that
each as-built safety injection
pump has a pump differential
head of no less than 3937 ft and
no more 4527 ft at the minimum
flow, and injects no less than
1259 gpm and no more than
1462 gpm of RWSP water into
the reactor vessel at atmospheric
pressure.

7.b.iii.a Inspections of each 7.b.iii.a The volume of each as-built
as-built accumulator will accumulator is at least 3,180 ft3

be conducted.

7.b.iii.b Inspections of the RWSP 7.b.iii.b The volume of the as-built RWSP
will be conducted is at least .423Q1484_750 ft3

7.b.iv Inspection and analysis of 7.b.iv A report exists and concludes that
the as-built ECC/CS each of the four as-built ECC/CS
suction strainers will be suction strainers have the following
conducted. features:

stainless steel materials of
construction for corrosion
resistance;

a minimum strainer surface area ef

3640 .. U... fooo 2.754 ft2;

perforated plate with maximum
hole diameter of 0.066 inches;

remains submerged under design
basis accident conditions;

achieves head loss consistent with
design basis NPSH evaluations

MIC-03-T1-010006

MIC-03-T1-0
0003
MIC-03-T1-0
0006

7.b.v Inspections and analyses
of the as-built coatings
used in the containment
will be conducted.

7.b.v A report exists and concludes that
the as-built coatings used in the
containment are consistent with the
ECC/CS suction strainer debris
generation, debris transport and
downstream effects evaluations.

Tier I 
2.4-50 Re~4

Tier 1 2.4-50 Reyos*en 3



2.4 REACTOR SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.4.4-5 Emergency Core Cooling System Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and
Acceptance Criteria (Sheet 7 of 10)

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

7.b.vi Inspections and analyses of 7.b.vi A report exists and concludes
the as-built insulation used that the as-built insulation in
in the containment will be containment is consistent with
conducted. design basis evaluations of

suction strainer performance
and downstream effects.

7.b.vii Inspections of the as-built 7.b.vii Mesh size of each as-built
debris interceptors identified debris interceptor identified in
in Table 2.4.4-2 will be Table 2.4.4-2 is less than or
conducted. eaual to 8 in. x 8 in.

7.c The ECCS provides pH 7.c Inspections and analyses of 7.c A report exists and concludes
adjustment of water flooding the as-built NaTB baskets that the as-built NaTB baskets
the containment following will be conducted. contain a total calculated
design basis accidents. weight of NaTB of 244,100

pounds.
The tops of the as-built NaTB
baskets are located below
plant elevation 131 ft, 6 in.

7.d The safety injection pumps 7.d Tests to measure the as-built 7.d A report exists and concludes
have sufficient net positive safety injection pump suction that the as-built NPSH
suction head (NPSH). pressure will be performed. available to each safety

Inspections and analysis to injection pump is greater than
determine NPSH available to the NPSH required.
each safety injection pump
will be performed.
The analysis will consider
vendor test results of
required NPSH and the
effects of:
- pressure losses for pump
inlet piping and components,
- pressure losses for pump
suction strainers due to
debris blockage,
- suction from the RWSP
water level at the minimum
value.

8. Controls are provided in the 8. Tests will be performed on 8. Controls in the as-built MCR
MCR to open and close the the as-built remotely open and close the as-built
remotely operated valves operated valves identified in remotely operated valves
identified in Table 2.4.4-2. Table 2.4.4-2 using controls identified in Table 2.4.4-2.

in the as-built MCR.

1MIC-03-T1-0
0006

iMIC-03-T1-O

MIC-03-T1-O
0006

Tier I 2.4-51 Re~.n4
Tier I 2.4-51 RaWa8an 2



2.4 REACTOR SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

S,T,U,V,W,X,Y -
NaTB BASKET

K,L,M,N,P,Q,R, -

NaTB BASKET
A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,J -
NaTB BASKET

DCD_06.02.
02-38
MIC-03-TI-0
0006

f I

Figure 2.4.4-1 Emergency Core Cooling System (Sheet 4 of 4)

Tier I 2.4-59 Re~.n4
Tier I 2.4-59 Revesoen 3



2.11 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.11.1-2 Containment Vessel Inspections, Tests, Analyses,
and Acceptance Criteria (Sheet I of 2)

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1.a Deleted. 1.a Deleted. 1.a Deleted.

1.b The PCCV liner is fabricated, 1.b Inspection of the as-built 1.b The ASME Code, Section III
installed, and inspected in PCCV liner will be data report(s) (certified, when
accordance with ASME Code, performed. required by ASME Code) and
Section III requirements. inspection reports (including

N-5 Data Reports where

applicable) exist and conclude
that the as-built PCCV liner
was fabricated, installed, and
inspected in accordance with

ASME Code, Section III
requirements.

1.c The PCCV liner welds meet 1.c Inspections of the as-built 1.c The ASME Code, Section III
ASME Code, Section III PCCV liner welds will be code reports exist and
requirements for performed in accordance conclude that the ASME
non-destructive examination of with ASME Code, Section Code, Section III requirements
welds. Ill. are met for non-destructive

examination of the as-built
PCCV liner welds.

2. Deleted. 2. Deleted. 2. Deleted.

3. The functional arrangement of 3. Inspections of the as built 3. The as-built PCCV conforms to
the PCCV is as described in PCCV will be performed. the functional arrangement as
the Design Description of described in the Design
Subsection 2.11.1.1 and as Description of Subsection
shown in Figure 2.11.1-1. 2.11.1.1 and as shown in

Figure 2.11.1-1 with the
following dimensional
tolerances:

D1, RI: +6.0/-6.0 inches
H1, H2, H3: +3.0/-3.0 inches

H4: +6.0/-6.0 inches
t1, t2, t3: +3.0/-3.0 inches

4. A set of drain iAe.a.th. from 4. Inspections of the as-built 4. DAin lin~ f49m the as built SL
the SG compartments to the drain Mseepaths from the c.m3p:At.mnc. to the as built
reactor cavity exists. as-built SG compartments to r880to" ...... -".t. Eight floor

the as-built reactor cavity as openings to provide drain
shown in Figure 2.4.4-1 will oaths from the as-built SG
be performed. comoartments to the reactor

cavity through the header
compartment as shown in

Figure 2.4.4-1 exist.

MIC-03-TI-O
0006

Tier I 2.11-3 RewoanaR-2



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 13 of 56)

System and Equipment Qua10 CFR 50 Codes Seismic
Compand Class Location Quality Appendix B and Seismic Notes
Components Class Group (Reference 3.2-8) Standards(3) Category(4)

Safety injection piping and valves 1 PCCV A YES 1
between the System penetration and
including the second check valve SIS-
VLV-012A, B, C, D upstream of the
direct Vessel Injection penetration

Safety injection piping and valves 2 PCCV, B YES 2
upstream of and excluding the second R/B
check valve SIS-VLV-012A, B, C, D
upstream of the direct Vessel Injection
penetration

Hot leg injection piping downstream of 1 PCCV A YES 1
and including the motor operated valves
SIS-MOV-014A, B, C, D

Hot leg injection piping upstream of but 2 PCCV B YES 2
excluding the motor operated valves
SIS-MOV-014A, B, C, D

Accumulator 2 PCCV B YES 2 1

Accumulator piping and valves on the 1 PCCV A YES 1
reactor coolant system side of and
including the second check valves SIS-
VLV-102A, B, C, D

Accumulator piping and valves on the 2 PCCV B YES 2
accumulator side of but excluding the
second check valves SIS-VLV-1 02A, B,
C, D

Emergency core cooling I containment 2 PCCV BN/A YES 5 I
spray strainer

Emergency letdown isolation valves 1 PCCV A YES 1 1
SIS-MOV-031A, 031D, 032A, 032D and
piping between valves

Emergency let down piping from and 2 PCCV B YES 2
excluding valves SIS-MOV-032A,D

MIC-03-03-
00043

Tier 2 3.2-29 Revision 3



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 32 of 56)

SytQuality 10 CFR 50 Codes Seismic
Components Class Location Qup Appendix B and Seismic Notes
Systempoaends Equipmenta Locat Group (Reference 3.2-8) Standards(3 ) Category(4)

Refueling water recirculation pumps 3 R/B C YES 3 I

Refueling water storage pit 2 PCCV B YES 5 I

Refueling water storage auxiliary tank 4 O/B D N/A 4 NS

Refueling water recirculation pumps 3 PCCV C YES 3 I
discharge piping and valves in the
refueling water storage system
excluding piping downstream of the
valve RWS-VLV-021

Piping including branch piping and 2 PCCV B YES 2
valves in the refueling water storage R/B
system from the refueling water storage
pit up to and including the outermost
containment isolation valves RWS-
MOV-004,AOV-022, and valves RWS-
VLV-041,042,045,061,062,075

Refueling water recirculation pump 3 R/B C YES 3
suction piping from RWS-MOV-
004(excluding) and from RWS-VLV-
101(including) up to pumps

RWSPM1 troncfo piping 2 BG E 2

Reactor cavity overflow poiing to the 2 PCCV B YES 2
RWSP

Header Comoartment overflow piping to 2 PCCV B YES 2S
the RWSP

Refueling cavity drain piping 2 PCCV B YES 2 1

Debris interceptor 62 PCCV N/A N/A 5 1$

Piping from the refueling water storage 4 O/R D N/A 4 NS
auxiliary tank up to and excluding the R/B
valve CVS-VLV-591

MIC-03-03-
00043

MIC-03-03-
00043
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Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 33 of 56)

nQualiy 10 CFR 50 Codes seismicCompants Equipmen Location Goua Appendix B and Seismic NotesSystempoaends Equipmenta Locat Group (Reference 3.2-8) Standards(3) Category(4 )

RWSP overflow piping to CN drain 2 PCCV B YES 2
pump room

Piping and valves in the refueling water 8 PCCV D N/A 4 NS
storage system except the foregoing RJB
piping and valves

18. Compressed Air and Gas System

Instrument air compressors package 9 T/B N/A N/A 5 NS

Service air compressors package 9 T/B N/A N/A 5 NS

Compressed air and gas system piping 9 PCCV N/A N/A 5 NS
and valves except the containment R/B
penetration noted below A/B

T/B

Compressed air and gas system 2 PCCV B YES 2
containment isolation valves and piping R/B
between the valves

19. Primary Make-Up Water System

Primary makeup water tank 8 0/B D N/A 4 NS

Primary makeup water pump 8 A/B D N/A 4 NS

Primary makeup water system valves 8 R/B D N/A 4 NS
and piping from and including PWS- A/B
VLV-005 O/B

Primary makeup water system from 9 R/B N/A N/A 5 NS
deaerated supply line up to but A/B
excluding PWS-VLV-005, and upstream
and downstream of PWS-VLV-060

20. Demineralized Water System

Demineralized water system 2 PCCV B YES 2
containment isolation valves and piping R/B
between the valves

MIC-03-03-
00043
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2. Elevation 50 ft, 2 in. (third floor), which corresponds with the middle doorway into
each of the SG compartments (the floor corresponding to this elevation is
concrete)

3. Elevation 76 ft, 5 in. (fourth floor/operating floor), which corresponds with the
upper doorway into each of the SG compartments (the floor corresponding to this
elevation is concrete)

The PCCV is further partitioned by the four SG compartments, the pressurizer
compartment, the regenerative heat exchanger room, the letdown heat exchanger room,
the excess letdown heat exchanger room, the refueling cavity, the HVAC header
compartment, the PGGV C/V drain pump room, and the reactor cavity. MIC-03-03-

00043

In order to assure the long-term cooling performance after an accident event, spray water
from the CSS or spill water from a damaged component is collected in the RWSP at the
bottom of the PCCV. The partitions above the RWSP are designed to permit containment
spray water and spill water to flow freely through the PCCV to the RWSP.

This is accomplished through floor drains in the regenerative heat exchanger room, the
letdown heat exchanger room, and the excess letdown heat exchanger room. Water
flowing into each room is drained by way of the floor drain to the PCCV sump in the
PRGkCN drain pump room (elevation 3 ft, 7 in.). If the PCCV sump is full or if the floor I MIC-03-03-
drain is clogged, water will flow from each area/compartment through the flow paths 00043

described as follows:

" Water on the elevation 76 ft, 5 in. concrete floor flows to the PGGQC/V drain pump I MIC-03-03-

room through the floor drain, or alternatively, flows to the elevation 25 ft, 3 in. floor 00043

through the stairwells and equipment hatch opening.

" Water on the elevation 50 ft, 2 in. concrete floor flows to the PGV-CN drain pump MIC-03-03-
room through the floor drain, or alternatively, flows to the elevation 25 ft, 3 in. floor 00043

through the stairwells and equipment hatch opening.

Wator in tho -G- oomFP8rtmontc flowc a -orocc- tho floor of tho 4VAQ hoador
eamiPartmiot to th& draiUl lino uito the rooctor cBriL. Tho Wator thoi Ail S tho
Foaotor caoty. Aftor the Wator lo.el iRn the F300tor Bavly equalizes with the wetor in
the •G ompa.tment, tho Water. lyol Fiscc uns-tfil it ,o•ods olovation 25 ft, 3 in.
Whon the flooAd- WRtor- in the r66 e-e"mp'artmon'-8t oxooodc olovotio 25 ft, 3 OR., it thon
flews out through the doorvwoy in the eocandor'; shield wall to the olo'.ation 26 ft, 3
.R. rfler.Water flowing onto the elevation 25 ft. 3 in. floor flows throuah floor
openings in the SG compartment rooms into the header compartment, reactor
cavity, the ON drain pump room. First, water completely fills the CN drain pump
room up to elevation 25 ft, 3 in. Then, the water level in the header compartment
and reactor cavity reaches the overflow piping at elevation 20-ft, 10-in. which
connects these rooms to the RWSP. The header compartment and reactor cavity
are connected throuah tunnels which equalizes the water level in these rooms.
When the flood water in the header compartment and reactor cavity exceeds the
top of the overflow piping at elevation 20-ft, 10-in., water flows into the RWSP.

MIC-03-03-
00043
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" Water at the pressurizer compartment flows to the SG compartment by way of the
inlet/outlet to the SG compartment.

" Water in the regenerative heat exchanger room, the letdown heat exchanger
room, and the excess letdown heat exchanger room flow out their respective
entrance doorways. The flow path from there is to the respective level floor drains
or through the alternate paths.

S Altr f•lo...g onto tho. l.ation 2 "ft. 3 in. fleoor eAr t.o. ^th o mR4WPth-oh htho 1 g MIC-03-03-
i. tRacFo piping proyided at 10 Pl8888 On tho floo Wu088 Bnd into $h6 flow to
tho PCCV, dain pup.oo th"OUgh the 8tair opning on the f. o or 4888c.. atOr
also ewi;tothWo He doR compAlrt I mo rm thopr dranpII

by way of a walkw:ay through the 'oWor primar; III Ild wall.

Thus, flood waters in the containment reaches the RWSP, the HVAC header
compartment, the PGGV, C/V drain pump room, and the reactor cavity.

Inside the containment, the largest water retaining components are the refueling cavity,
and the RWSP. The RWSP and the refueling cavity are robust reinforced concrete
seismic category I structures with thick walls which have been designed for all applicable
loads, including the potential in-containment missile loads and hydrodynamic loads. Due
to their robust design, a postulated failure of these structures is not credible. Additionally,
the combined fuel transfer canal/reactor cavity pit during all but refueling operations is
dry. Since a LOCA represents the worst case flooding event, sloshing is not a factor in
PCCV flooding.

There are piping systems inside the PCCV such as the CCW system and fire protection
water supply system (fire water) that are connected to large-volume water sources,
however a significant accidental release of water into the PCCV from these sources are
not plausible for the following reasons:

" All CCW piping inside the PCCV is classified as seismic category I.

" Containment isolation valves outside the PCCV for the fire protection water supply
system are normally closed. Therefore, there is no water released by a pipe break
of the fire protection water supply system inside PCCV.

* The RCP purge water head tank and CN reactor coolant drain tank are non-
seismic components which contain water inside the PCCV. The total amount of
water contained within these tanks is 106 ft3, which is significantly less than the
volume of water from a LOCA.

The mffiiffum flooding oeont in the contaminent ic thorforoeF a rocult ofta LOCGA. Duringa
LOCA, wator hold iR !he R lS nd WAtlr l from the aooUmul8F tankc 'a injootod into thoi V
RGS, and fiowc from the damaged ma~in coolant pipe. Additienallyý cpray and injootion of
th- RWSP ".dumic ac .. .When water is flowing through the overflow piping and
floor openings, the water level slightly exceeds the top of the overflow piping at elevation
20-ft, 3-in. and the floor level at 25-ft, 3-in. However, the comnonents to be protected are
installed at a sufficiently higher level than the height of the overflowing water.

00043

MIC-03-03-
00043

MIC-03-03-
00043
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The volume of water from a LOCA is conservatively assumed to be equal to the volume of
the RCS volume, the four accumulator tank volumes, and the volume of the RWSP for a
total volume of 414,3,00.123,000 ft3  MIC-03-03-

00043

The total volume of storage space below the di.phr.agm at ole.ati.n 25 ft, 3 in. is. 127,000
fethe top of the overflow piping at elevation 20 ft. 10-in. is 130,000 ft0. All flood water is
collected below the bottom-layer partition. The components to be protected are installed
above this diaph.ragm, hoh. top of the overflow piping. The SSCs inside the PCCV such j MIC-03-03-
as emergency letdown line isolation valve, safety depressurization valve and pressurizer 00043
backup heater are not affected by flood waters.

Table 3K-1 is provided in order to list all the protective SSCs inside PCCV that require
flood protection and to verify the locations of SSCs relative to the internal flood level.
Table 3K-1 includes the information whether each SSC is above the maximum flood
elevation inside PCCV (EL.2620'-1 0") or not. MIC-03-03-

00043

3.4.1.5.2 Reactor Building Flooding Events

The US-APWR R/B consists of a RCA separated physically by concrete walls and/or
floors and a NRCA. These concrete walls are designed so that flooding may not cross
between mutual areas by installing penetrations for pipe, ducts, and cable trays above the
maximum flooding level and/or by sealing the penetrations. As recommended by SRP
14.3.2 (Reference 3.4-4), penetrations in divisional walls are at least 8 ft, 3 in. above the
floor, and safety-related electrical, instrumentation, and control equipment are located
sufficiently above the flood level.

Inside the R/B, the cask wash down pit, the new fuel storage pit, and the interconnected
spent fuel pit, the transfer canal, the cask loading pit, and the fuel inspection pit, with the
tops of these open pits all located at plant elevation 76 ft, 5 in., represent potential large
volumes of water. These pits are robust seismic category I structural reinforced concrete
with thick walls, which have been designed for applicable loads, including hydrodynamic
loads. Due to their robust design, postulated failure of these structures is not credible.
Flood water that could be displaced out of these pits due to hydrodynamic effects such as
sloshing is enclosed within pit area by water tight compartmentalization.

The R/B is adjoined by the A/B, and as such, the NB consists of a RCA and a NRCA
which are physically separated. Doorways with water-tight doors are provided between
the RCA of the R/B and the RCA of the NB. Similarly, doorways with water-tight doors
are provided between the NRCA of the R/B and the NRCA of the A/B, and between the
NRCA of RIB and T/B.

The NRCA of the R/B adjoins the PS/B, with doorways providing potential flow paths
through the areas.

3.4.1.5.2.1 Radiological Controlled Area

The RCA is arranged with each of the four safety trains separated into four quadrants
around the outside of the PCCV. Physically, individual train equipment within the four
quadrants is located to provide the separation between the same equipment of the other

Tier 2 3.4-11 Revie4eR4
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Table 3.8.1-3 Temperature Gradients of the R/B and PCCV (Sheet 2 of 2)

Area Normal Operation, T, Accident Condition
(°F) Ta (°F)

(See Figure 3.8.1-9 for Pipe Break in Refueling Pipe Break in SG
(Seentficatigur of3 Summer Cavity Compartment

Identification of Location) (Winter, Summer) (Winter, Summer)

19 PCCV Atmosphere 105 120 Figure 3.8.1-10 Figure 3.8.1-10

20 SG Compartment 105 120 Figure 3.8.1-10 Figure 3.8.1-12
Atmosphere

21tPmaosphieldI 105 120 Figure 3.8.1-13 Figure 3.8.1-10

22 Reactor Cavity
Atmosphere (upper)(2 ) 150 See (4) See (4)

23 Reactor Cavity 120 See (4) See (4)
Atmosphere (lower)(

3 )

24 PCCV Sump Pool
Water (except RWSP)(5 ) Figure 3.8.1-11 Figure 3.8.1-11

25 SG Compartment Sump Figure 3.8.1-11 Figure 3.8.1-12
Water

26 Refueling Cavity Sump Figure 3.8.1-13 Figure 3.8.1-11
Water

27 RWSP Water(6) 105 120 Figure 3.8.1-11 Figure 3.8.1-11

28 PCCV Sump Pump Area 105 120 Figure 3.8.1-11 Figure 3.8.1-11

29 Outdoor Air Temperature -40 115 equal to temperature equal to temperature
during normal operation during normal operation

calculated by the linear interpolation between30 Basemat Side Temperature earth temperature and outdoor air temperature

31 Earth Temperature 35 80 equal to temperature equal to temperature

during normal operation during normal operation

NOTES:

1. Above EL. 46 ft, 11 in.
2. EL. 7 ft, 3 in.-46 ft, 11 in.
3. Below EL. 7 ft, 3 in.
4. Below EL. 25 ft, 9 in., the temperature of "26 Refueling Cavity Sump Water" is applied. EL. 25 ft, 9 in.

is the maximum water level in a LOCA. From EL. 25 it, 9 in.-46 ft, 11 in., the temperature of "Primary
Shield atmosphere" is applied.

5. The following temperature conditions are applied to a HVAC header room, a PCCV coolant drain
pump area, and a PCCV coolant drain tank area. Below EL. 25 ft, 9 in., the temperature of "24 PCCV
sump pool water" is applied. EL. 25 if, 9 in. is-the maximum water level in a LOCA. Above EL. 25 ft,
9 in., the temperature of "19 PCCV Atmosphere" is applied.

6. Thc W8OFc lc-Yjl Ot the RWSP 09 E6. l A, 6 in. in a nremal zpcraticn mzad and EL6. :7 i, 7[ in. in
,-m la-io, ,,MOd. ..The water level of the RWSP is EL. 20 ft. 2 in. at 100% water level in normal
operation mode and EL. 7 ft. 7 in. at desion basis minimum water level,

MIC-03-03-
00043
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Figure 3.8.3-6 Interior Compartments Wall Layout and Configuration
(Sheet 2 of 7)
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Figure 3.8.3-9 Containment Internal Structure Pressure Loads
(Sheet 2 of 3)
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J

Figure 3.8.3-13 Structural Categories Between Elevations 21'-0"
and 35'-11" MIC-03-03-

00066
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j

Figure 3.8.3-17 Structural Categories. Section A-A (Looking West)
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Table 3.9-14 Valve Inservice Test Requirements (Sheet 99 of 120)

Valve Tag Description Valve/ Actuator Safety-Related Safety ASME IST Inservice Testing 1ST Notes
Number Type Missions Functions(2) Category Type and Frequency

RWS-VLV- Refueling water Check Transfer Open Active BC Check Exercise/
012A recirculation Refueling Outage

pump discharge
check

RWS-VLV- Refueling water Check Transfer Open Active BC Check Exercise/
012B recirculation Refueling Outage

pump discharge
check

RWS-VLV- RWSP overflow Check Maintain Close Passive BC Check Exercise/ !
078 pipe check valve Refueling OQute

RWS-VLV- RWSP overflow Check Maintain Close Passive BC Check Exercise/ 3
079 pipe check valve Refueling Outaae

DWS-VLV- Demineralized Manual Maintain Close Passive A Containment Isolation 5
004 water supply Containment Leak Test

containment Isolation
isolation Safety Seat

Leakage

MIC-03-03-
00043

SMIC--03-03-
00043
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Figure 3J-2 Containment Internal Structure Drawings (Sheet I of 10)
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Figure 3J-2 Containment Internal Structure Drawings (Sheet 2 of 10)
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Figure 3J-2 Containment Internal Structure Drawings (Sheet 9 of 10)
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Figure 3J-2 Containment Internal Structure Drawings (Sheet 10 of 10)
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Borated water is used in the RCS and the RWSP. The water quality requirements for the
RCS and RWSP are described in Chapter 9, Subsection 9.3.4 and Table 6.1-3,
respectively. The pH of the RWSP during a LOCA is adjusted by the NaTB baskets. The
concrete that forms the structure of the RWSP is clad in stainless steel which inhibits the
leach-out of chlorides and other contaminants into the RWSP water. Therefore, the
compatibility of the ESF components is preserved in the post-LOCA environment.

The use of particulate based insulation such as Min-K-based pipe insulation is prohibited
in containment. Non-metallic (thermal) insulation is controlled in accordance with
RG 1.36 (Ref. 6.1-8) to control the leachable concentrations of chlorides, fluorides,
sodium compounds, and silicates. Chapter 5, Subsection 5.2.3.2.3, provides further
details on the external insulation requirements which are also applicable to ESFs. Close
attention to regulatory requirements and guidance ensures material compatibility between
US-APWR construction materials and ESF fluids.

6.1.1.2.2 Controls for Austenitic Stainless Steel

Chapter 5, Subsection 5.2.3, describes the controls employed during material selection to
preclude the severe sensitization of stainless steel materials to be used for fabrication.
For example, cold worked austenitic stainless steel (300 series) typically is solution heat
treated. Controls may be based on, but are not limited to, those imposed by Appendix B
to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B part, 50, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants
and Fuel Reprocessing Plants", with particular emphasis on Criteria VII, "Control of
Purchased Material, Equipment, and Services;" VIII, Identification and Control of
Materials, Parts, and Components; and IX, Control of Special Processes (Ref. 6.1-9).
When using fresh water to flush systems containing austenitic stainless steel components
following construction, a chloride stress-corrosion cracking inhibitor is used in the flushing
medium. The process of cleaning of materials and components, cleanliness control, and
pre-operational flushing for systems that contain austenitic stainless steel components
follows RG 1.37 (Ref. 6.1-11) and the quality assurance program complies with the
provisions and recommendations provided by ASME NQA-1-1994, Part II (Ref. 6.1-10).
This process includes documentation to verify the compatibility between the materials
used in manufacturing ESF components and the ESF fluids.

Chapter 5, Subsection 5.2.3 describes control of welding, heat treatment, welder
qualification, and contamination protection for ferritic and austenitic stainless steels
material fabrication which are also applicable to ESFs. The ferrite content in stainless
steel weld metal will be controlled in accordance with the recommendations of RG 1.31
(Ref. 6.1-13).

6.1.1.2.3 Composition, Compatibility and Stability of Containment and Core
Coolants

607,500 galefnc84,750 ft3 (634,000 gallons) of borated water are available in the RWSP MIC-03-06-
to meet LOCA and long-term post-LOCA coolant needs. The RWSP water is borated to 00070

approximately 4,000 ppm boric acid, at a pH of approximately 4.3. Crystalline NaTB
spray additive is stored in containment and is used to raise the pH of the RWSP water
from 4.3, to at least 7.0, post-LOCA. This pH is consistent with the guidance of NRC
Branch Technical Position MTEB-6.1 for the protection of austenitic stainless steel from
chloride-induced stress corrosion cracking. Subsection 6.3.2.2.5 describes the design of

Tier 2 6.1-4 Tier2 61-4RevieiR
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All other containment penetrations go to the containment annulus. The containment has
electrical and mechanical penetrations. Piping which penetrates containment is provided
with isolation valves (some penetrations require inside and outside isolation valves). The
annulus emergency exhaust system (Subsection 6.5.2) automatically establishes a
slightly negative pressure in the annulus following a safety injection (SI) signal, and filters
the exhaust air before discharge.

The refueling water storage pit (RWSP) is located at the bottom of the containment, at
elevation 3 ft.-7 in. The RWSP is roughly configured as a horseshoe-shaped box around
the containment perimeter. A partial sectional view showing the concrete structure and
cladding is shown in Figure 6.2.1-8. The open end of the RWSP is oriented at
containment 00 azimuth (plant north), where the reactor coolant drain tank, reactor
coolant drain pumps and the containment sump are located.

Table 6.2.1-2 lists basic specifications for the PCCV. Figure 6.2.1-5 presents a sectional
view of the containment. Figure 6.2.1-5 through Figure 6.2.1-7 show details of the
personnel air locks and the equipment hatch, as well as major pipe penetrations (steam
and feedwater lines). Section 1.2 describes additional general arrangement drawings
that include the containment structure and major components inside it.

The RWSP is the source of borated-water for emergency core cooing and containment
spray systems.

The US-APWR containment is basically a PWR dry design. However, it differs from many
other PWR containments, in that the source of emergency core cooling water for the
safety injection system (SIS) and containment spray system (CSS) is located inside the
containment. Thus, there is no need for any "switch-over" of ECCS suction from an
external source to the containment recirculation sump. Bases and analysis related to
ECCS performance are discussed in Subsection 6.2.1.5.

Containment ladders, walkways and gratings are designed as "free-flow, pass through"
and non-pressure retaining, as discussed in Section 3.8. Containment cavities and pits
where water may be trapped and not drain to the RWSP during SIS and CSS operation,
are shown in Figure 6.2.1-9. The potential for water to collect in the locations is
accounted for in the containment design evaluations and is quantified in Figure 6.2.1-10.
Water levels of the RWSP are shown in Figure 6.2.1-11.

Figure 6.2.1-9 through Figure 6.2.1-15 also shows containment drainage paths into the
RWSR Piping is proyid.d through coL:oal pa..Ri.... a-JI I tho RWS12 Wh... Jator -- ul- MIC

-~~~~~*~ 1000-- - - - - - .lo

:-03-06-
70

BEOtnr:IS 08 iraPPOO. in pSruOulo, piping §not 81tiowo*FA iroc oommuic1aiio anarngoc
mnetalled bo8tWoon the rofuoling cWity and the proocuro oqualizing chamfborl a86 c~hown in
Figuro 6.2.1 0. These communication popes aro elocod With a flango at both ends during
rofuoling. Drin PiPing aloe ic p.. idod botWoon the pr...urO 8qW8l4A-^ ohambor and
the-RW .Containment drainage flows through floor openings in the SG comoartments to
the reactor cavity, header compartment, and CN drain pump room. Containment
drainage also flows from the refueling cavity through piping to the header compartment,
althouah this piping is closed with valves during refueling, as shown in Figure 6.2.1-13.
Overflow pipes, as shown in Figures 6.2.1-12 and 6.2.1-16, are installed to transfer water
from the reactor cavity and header compartment to the RWSP. The overflow pipes are
protected from large debris by debris interceptors, as shown in Figure 6.2.1-14. The

vvv
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reactor cavity and header compartment overflow pipes are offset from the floor openings MIC-03-06-
and refueling cavity drain piping. The reactor cavity and header compartment are 00070
connected to equalize water levels between the two compartments. The RWSP overflow
piping to the CN drain pump room installed above the 100% RWSP water level is not a
containment drainage path during a LOCA. Two check valves installed in series in this
overflow line prevent water from returning to the RWSP from the CN drain pump room
after a LOCA, as shown in Figure 6.2.1-15. The CN drain pump room is therefore an
ineffective volume for containment drainage. Figure 6.2.1-16 and Figure 6.2.1-17
present the plan and sectional view of the RWSP, while Table 6.2.1-3 presents RWSP
design and containment-related features.

The total number, layout and arrangement of the floor openings, debris interceptors, and MIC-03-0&-
overflow pipes is as follows: 00070

• Two floor openings to the CN drain pump room

• Four floor openings to the header compartment, each with a debris interceptor within
the header compartment

• Two floor openings to the header compartment, each with a debris interceptor above
the floor opening

" Two floor openings and tunnels which connect the header compartment and reactor
cavity, with one common debris interceptor above both floor openings

• Eight header compartment overflow pipes to the RWSP

* Four reactor cavity overflow pipes to the RWSP

" One RWSP overflow pide to the CN drain pump room with redundant check valves to
prevent post-LOCA containment drainage return flow to the RWSP

As discussed in Chapter 3, the RWSP is designed as seismic category I, Safety Class 2
system, with a RWSP design water peak temperature following LOCA of 270'F. Pressure
in the RWSP air space is relieved to the containment atmosphere. The inside walls and
floor of the RWSP (in contact with 4,000 ppm boric acid solution) are lined with steel plate
clad with stainless steel. The RWSP ceiling (underside of floor at containment elevation
25 ft.- 3 in.) is not expected to be in contact with RWSP boric acid solution, but is clad
with stainless steel plate nevertheless.

The containment test pressure is 78.2 psig, as described in Subsection 6.2.1.1.1. Flow
testing of the spray system is described in Subsection 6.2.2.4.

6.2.1.1.3 Design Evaluation

The GOTHIC computer code is employed to evaluate the performance of the containment
system under postulated accident conditions (Ref. 6.2-1). Both loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) and main steam line break (MSLB) events are considered. The GOTHIC model
includes an integrated simplified primary system model to calculate the long term (post
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vertical vent openings and the personnel access. The pressurizer surge piping room is
open to the SG subcompartment. The paths to the pressurizer surge piping room is not DCD_06.02.

assumed in the analysis in order to obtain conservative results. 101-21

Steam Generator Subcompartment

Steam generator (SG) subcompartments are composed of the secondary shield walls
surrounding the primary loops from the SGs, and are open at the top of each
subcompartment (see Figure 6.2.1-72 and Figure 6.2.1-73). The subcompartment walls
are designed to protect equipment in other parts of the containment from postulated pipe
ruptures inside the subcompartment. High-energy lines are routed in the
subcompartment, such as the branch lines from the reactor coolant piping, feedwater
piping, and steam generator blowdown lines. The subcompartment analysis is performed
under the condition of a 10-inch diameter break of the RHR pump inlet line, an 8-inch
diameter break of the RHR pump outlet line connected to the reactor coolant piping and a
16-inch diameter break of the feedwater line because the pressure and temperature
conditions and break locations of other lines are covered by these cases.

The subcompartment has an entrance opening for each quadrant at elevations
25 ft.- 3 in. and 50 ft.-2 in. Those o..R..,.. and the opo. top of the subco...pa."•R't ao DCD_06.02.

aaoumod in tho Onolycic as the '.ont oponingo that mitigato the aooidont proocuro curgo 01-21
..u..d by the pe.tulat.d pipe b..ak.The paths to other SG subcompartments and the

floor opening are not assumed in the analysis in order to obtain conservative results.

Pressurizer Subcompartment

The pressurizer subcompartment houses the pressurizer and is located inside a
secondary shield wall at elevation 58 ft.- 5 in. The subcompartment analysis is performed
under the condition of an 8-inch diameter break of the pressurizer pressure relief line and
a 6-inch diameter break of the pressurizer spray line because the pressure and
temperature conditions and break locations of other lines are covered by these cases.

While the top of the subcompartment is covered by a concrete ceiling, two personnel
accesses are provided for the purpose of maintenance and inspection of the pressurizer
relief valve, as shown in Figure 6.2.1-74 and Figure 6.2.1-75. The discharge pressure
from the accident is vented into the containment atmosphere through these openings. An
entrance from the SG subcompartment is also provided at the bottom of the Pressurizer
subcompartment, at elevation 58 ft.- 5 in.

Pressurizer Surge Piping Room

The pressurizer surge piping room is located underneath the pressurizer room at
elevation 25 ft.- 3 in. Since the LBB is applied for the 16-inch pressurizer surge line, a
postulated pipe break is not considered in this subcompartment (See Figure 6.2.1-70).

Pressurizer Spray Valve Room

Pressurizer spray valve rooms are located outside the secondary shield wall, and
adjacent to the pressurizer subcompartment at elevation 50 ft.- 2 in. These rooms are
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6.2.2.2.3 Containment Spray Piping

Each of the RWSP suction valves is normally open to ensure that suction piping remains
full and aligned to provide a ready flow path to the CS/RHR pumps. Each CSS train's
discharge line to the containment spray rings is provided with a normally closed, motor-
operated containment isolation gate valve.

The system piping is normally filled and vented to the containment isolation valves
(CSS-MOV-004A, B, C, and D) at elevation 36.75 ft. (typical for all four 50% containment
spray trains) prior to plant startup. The minimum piping "keep full" level corresponds to
the RWSP 100% water level at elevation 19.6 f-20 ft. - 2 in. A conservative value of I MIC-03-06-

100 seconds time delay is assumed between the system initiation and the spray ring flow 00070

for purposes of LOCA and the containment response analyses. The delay time
associated with accidents is provided in Subsection 6.2.1.1.3.4 and Table 6.2.1-5.

6.2.2.2.4 Containment Spray Nozzles

The containment spray nozzles are of the type and manufacture commonly used in
United States commercial nuclear applications. The nozzles are fabricated from
304 stainless steel, and each is fitted with a 0.375 in. orifice. As shown in Figure 6.2.2-2,
the one-piece construction provides a large, unobstructed flow passage that resists
clogging by particles, while producing a hollow cone spray pattern. Figure 6.2.2-3 shows
each nozzle's orientation on a spray ring. The nozzle orientation is identified as vertical
down (No. 1 nozzle, R-5605); 450 from vertical down (No. 3 nozzle, R-5604); and
horizontal (No. 2, and No. 4 nozzles, R-5603). Figure 6.2.2-4 presents the spray pattern
and typical spray coverage of each nozzle type.

Figure 6.2.2-5 is a sectional view of containment showing the elevation of the spray rings
(A, B, C, and D) and the typical spray pattern from the nozzle to the containment
operating floor level (elevation 76 ft. - 5 in). Figure 6.2.2-6 presents a plan view showing
the location of each nozzle on each spray ring and the predicted spray coverage on the
operating floor of the containment. Figure 6.2.2-6 also tabulates the number and
orientation of the nozzles on each spray ring. Of the 348 containment spray nozzles
distributed among the four containment spray rings, there are only four vertical up No. 4
nozzles (R-5603)--one on each spray ring. In addition to their spray function, these
nozzles also serve as the high point vent on each spray ring.

6.2.2.2.5 Refueling Water Storage Pit

The RWSP is the protected, reliable, and safety-related source of boric acid water for the
containment spray and SI. (Section 6.3 describes the SI function for the US-APWR
ECCS.) The RWSP also is used to fill the refueling cavity in support of refueling
operations. The RWSP is located on the lowest floor inside the containment, with a
..mini.mu-..m 1 ,230,7..0 ft3 .p-bil-capacity available, it is designed with sufficient MIC-03-06-
capacity to meet long-term post-LOCA coolant needs, including holdup volume losses. 00070
Potential holdup areas within the containment are depicted in Figure 6.2.1-9. The- MIC-03-06-

t~eRW8F PIP.I~g SnA Feuiuoitng cuylty rAn piin We~o w mu BRopuIGHnmon TunamIo
......... for thoeCCSo por-.or. iq,....t8 cafo fUnefion.The overflow piping provides the
replenishment functions necessarv for the ECCS to perform its safety function. The total
water volume held up in the containment is shown in Figure 6.2.2-7. Figure 6.2.2-7

00070
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shows the RWSP capacity requirements for refueling and LOCA. The RWSP is
configured as a rough horseshoe-shaped box around the containment perimeter. The
open end of the RWSP is oriented at the containment 00 azimuth (plant north), where the
reactor coolant drain tank, reactor coolant drain pumps, and the containment sump are
located. Figure 6.2.1-16 and Figure 6.2.1-17 present plan and sectional views of the
RWSP. Subsection 6.2.1 describes the RWSP and its containment-related features and
functions as part of the containment structure.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the RWSP is designed as Equipment Class 2, seismic
category I, with a maximum operating temperature of 2fi2700 F. Pressure in the RWSP IMIC-03-06-
air space is relieved to the containment atmosphere, but the RWSP is designed to 00001
withstand a containment pressure of 9.6 psi. (9.6 psi is the differential pressure between
containment atmosphere and the RWSP air space during a LOCA.) The inside walls and
floor of the RWSP in which contact with 4,000 ppm boric acid solution are lined with
stainless steel clad steel plate. The RWSP ceiling (underside of floor at containment
elevation 25 ft. - 3 in.) is not normally in contact with the RWSP boric acid water, but is
clad with stainless steel plate.

The coolant and associated debris from a pipe or component rupture (LOCA), and the
containment spray drain into the RWSP through 12-in diameter overflow pipes, as shown MIC-03-06-
in Figure 6.2.1-12, which provide return flow from the reactor cavity and header 00070

compartment. The reactor cavity and header compartment overflow pipes are offset from
the SG compartment floor openings and refueling cavity drain piping. There are two sets
of four overflow pipes from the header compartment to the RWSP, and one set of four
overflow pipes from the reactor cavity to the RWSP. To minimize containment humidity
(due to evaporation from the RWSP), the discharge of the overflow piping extends below
the normal 100% RWSP water level. Each overflow pipe discharges into a return flow
water baffle. The reactor cavity and header compartment receive containment drainage
through floor openings in the SG compartments, as discussed in Subsection 6.2.1.1.2.
Mesh debris interceptors are installed above the floor oPenings and within the header
compartment as shown in Figure 6.2.1-14. The debris interceptors are designed with an
8-in x 8-in mesh. which is smaller than the overflow pipe diameter to prevent clogging of
the overflow piping. The debris interceptors are necessary for ECCS operation, and are
therefore classified as safety-related and seismic category I components. The header
compartment also receives return flow from the refueling cavity, which is protected from
large debris by grating in the upper core internal laydown pit (as discussed in DCD
Section 6.2.2.3.11). The design basis of postulated debris is defined as "fines" and all of
this debris is assumed to enter the RWSP in the safety evaluation of the sump
performance (Reference 6.2-3ý4 .. .......pp, c ..,Wn in F..g..ur 4 42. The ,ip,-
8F8 finotallod through the RWSP eeiling, onding as oponingc inO the containment flor. at
olevation 253 ft. 3 in. FEach trncfor pipo opnngito the oontainmont ic protootod fromR
laFre dobric by YeFial d, ;ic In .i;cooF bar- that Weo capped by a8 •o• .g Plate. Thoro
8ro ton trBancfo popes dietributod around the eentainMent at elovation 26 ft. 3 in, as
chown in figuro 6.2.1 16. The dobric intereptor GOncictc of 6 round Yortical rodc and I
top plato ic provided at the t8ranofo piping Which colloet and return repiroulation Water to-
tho RWSP. Tho Yortica! rodc aro inctallod at an untorval cmaller than the innor diametor f
tranc8Fo piping. This ic to prOvont tBrncOr pipo fromR blockago by dobris larger than tho
inner diamo~tor Of the pipe. Sin68 tho design basis of poctulatod debric ic dofinod as
A-cmaA"" And- all of d81906 is conciderod r~eahablo to the RWSP in the caf*etyealuation of

MIC-03-06-
00002
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the sump porGFfo8Rmno (Rofoffronc 66.2 34). The dobric intorcaptor ic not MrOWio to
oontributo ECC oporation, BRnd thorofo-ro it Or- AWAaccifiod- as nonR cafot' roatod, scosomio
catogor; 1 9RII oomOnt. :TO minmiOROR BOotaiRmont humfidity (duo to 8V8poration &fro th
RWSP), the tR..For Pipes .. .d4 from the c,,tainmct floor, through thoe " SP co•,..ng
to 13oloW the normal 100% RWSP Wator ISwol.

The RWSP vents are installed through the RWSP ceiling and discharge into the
containment atmosphere above. The vents act to equalize the RWSP and the
containment free volume air pressure, when the SI pumps or CS/RHR pumps take
suction and draw down the RWSP water level. The vents consist of five pairs of vents to
mix the RWSP air with the containment free volume air during post-LOCA. Each pair of
vent pipes terminates below the normal RWSP water level to minimize the release of
vaporized RWSP water into the containment atmosphere during normal plant operation.

As shown in Figures 6.2.2-8 and 6.2.2-9, each quadrant of the RWSP contains paired
suction piping and the suction pit arrangements for the CS/RHR pumps and SI pumps.
The open end of each suction pipe is equipped with a debris strainer (emergency core
cooling/containment spray (ECC/CS) strainer) that satisfies the Safety Evaluation (SE) of
NEI 04-07, "PWR Sump Performance Evaluation Methodology" and conforms tewith the
guidance in RG 1.82 (Ref. 6.2-23).

Table 6.2.2-2 presents a comparison of the RWSP recirculation intake debris strainer
(ECC/CS strainer) design to the guidance of RG 1.82 (Ref. 6.2-23).

The RWSP also is equipped with two spargers (diffusers), which are large stainless steel
right circular cylinders that are capped and drilled; each sparger is located near the
bottom of the RWSP at containment 900 (plant east) and 2700 (plant west) azimuth. The
spargers receive, and diffuse into the RWSP water, high-energy (but low volume and
flow) water from emergency letdown lines and CS/RHR pump suction relief valves. The
emergency letdown lines (described in Subsection 6.3.2) are directed to separate RWSP
spargers. The RWSP is equipped with an overflow pipe to accommodate a level change
from such discharges, as shown in Figure 6.2.1-15.

6.2.2.2.6 ECC/CS Strainers

ThoCo oomponontc aoO the ECCS. Figures 6.2.2 8 ndn 6.2.2 so chow fr iun r
icdapandont sets of ECC/CS trainers located in the RWSP. Theo ftheaior dcsa trinc
aroensedar, a latveo aumacA faor tvao aoingt pf peotrtial dobric blokago and macint.A
safety paOseFmando, oart esofi sria nO, and a wto minimum 2.75 fto sizRoace
downotroam offootc. Additiona!R dAS4gn attributes aro docoribodd in the 118 PWR SumpFý
StrainRe Performanoo dooumont (Ref 6.2 3 )These components are included in the
ECCS. Figures 6.2.2-8 and 6.2.2-9 show four separate, independent, and redundant 50%
cal~acitv sets of ECC/CS strainers located in the RWSP. Only two of the four safety trains
are conservatively assumed for evaluating pump performance during an accident. A
passive disk layer type of strainer system with minimum 2.754 ft?- of surface area per
sump (or 5,508 ft2 for two strainer trains) is applied. Fabrication tolerances shall be
specified during strainer procurement to provide the per-sump minimum surface area of
2754 ft2 for the as-built strainers. The strainer is principally constructed of perforated plate
with a square flange at the bottom for attachment to the supporting plate, which covers

MIC-03-06-
00002

MIC-03-06-
00003

MIC-03-06-
00004

MIC-03-06-
00070

MIC-03-06-
00004
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6.2.2.3.8 Vortexina. Sumo Fluid Flashing and Deaeration DCD_06.02.
02-55

Vortexing. Sump Fluid Flashing. and Deaeration are additional issues associated with the
NPSH calculation and sump strainer performance that are addressed in the US-APWR
Sump Strainer Performance document (Ref. 6.2-34). These effects are analyzed for
short-term, interim, and long-term post-LOCA recirculating conditions.

For vortexing, the strainer design exceeds the level of vortex prevention provided by MIC-03-06-
minimum submergence alone, due to the low approach velocities, small hole size of the 00070
perforated plate, and overall stacked-disc geometry. This has been validated by testing DCD_06.02.

(Ref 6.2-34). 02-55

For sump fluid flashing, the strainer is designed with sufficient submergence to preclude
the occurrence the two-phase flow at the debris bed which can result in an unacceptable
increase in strainer head losses. Air ingestion due to sump fluid flashing is not expected
to occur, and therefore it will not adversely affect pump performance. (Ref. 6.2-34).

For deaeration, air solubility at the strainer and pump elevations was evaluated.
Significant levels of deaeration (i.e., void fraction) were not expected at either elevation
(Ref 6.2-34). The air ingestion due to deaeration is not expected to adversely affect
strainer performance or pump performance. The design basis NPSH requirement of the
pumps is defined appropriately to account for the void fraction.

6.2.2.3.9 Coatings Evaluation

The US-APWR utilizes a DBA gualified and acceptable coating system in containment.
These coating systems meet the requirements of Service Level-I coatings categorized in
USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.54 Revision 1 (Ref, 6.2-41) and the related ASTM
reguirements described in RG 1.54. The criteria for those coating systems are contained
in ANSI N101.2. "Protective Coatings (Paints) for Light Water Nuclear Reactor
Containment Facilities" (Ref. 6.2-42). and its successor document, ASTM Q 3911,
"Standard Test Method for Evaluating Coatings Used in Light-Water Nuclear Power
Plants at Simulated Design Basis Accident (DBA) Conditions" (Ref. 6.2-43). Only the
epoxy type coatings (including primer and top coat) are used (refer to Section 6.1.2).

6.2.2.3.10 Chemical Effects Test DCD_06.02.

02-55
Chemical effects testing for the US-APWR was planned and conducted in order to obtain DCD_06.02.
experimental data under postulated accident conditions of the plant, and to evaluate the 02-67

corrosion products that may form in a Dost-LOCA environment. The detailed test plan and
results were provided in the technical reports (Ref. 6.2-38). The test was conducted
based on the US-APWR design basis post-LOCA containment condition and chemical
debris source, and the test results were evaluated to quantify chemical debris assuming
total dissolution debris precipitation. Additionally, based on the results of this test, the US-
APWR sump strainer evaluation credits no precipitation of chemical debris above 150'F
(Subsection 3.6.2.1 of Ref. 6.2-341.
t ............................ .. J"
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6.2.2.3.11 Upstream Effect DCD_06.02.
02-55

Evaluation of the upstream effects is performed to identify flow paths leading to the
RWSP which could become blocked and potentially hold-up the return water (creating
ineffective pools) and, therefore, challenge the RWSP minimum water level evaluation. A
partial sectional view of the RWSP concrete structure is shown in Figure 6.2.1-8. (Section
6.2.2.2.5 describes the RWSP function.) An outline of the paths that fluids from the ECCS
and CSS would follow in a post-LOCA event and the formation of ineffective pools and DCD_06.02.

potential holdup areas within the containment are shown in Figure 6.2.1-9. Figure 6.2.1- 02-55

10 shows the volume of ineffective pools. The return pathways which are identified as MIC-03-06-

possible choke points are 1) the overflow piping which drain from the reactor cavity and 00070

header compartment to the RWSP and 2) the refueling cavity drain lines which drain into
the header compartment. The RWSP water level is shown in Figure 6.2.1-11. Also see DCD_06.02.

Figures 6.2.1-12. 6.2.1-13. 6.2.1-14. and 6.2.1-15 for descriptions of debris interceptors. 02-55

refueling cavity drain lines, and overflow lines. Gratings at the upper core internal MIC-03-06-
laydown pit prevent large debris from reaching the refueling cavity drains. 00070

The overflow pipes are protected by debris interceptors, installed over the SG
compartment floor openings and within the header compartment with spacing intervals
that are smaller than the inner diameter of the overflow pipes (see Figure 6.2.1-14). The
number and size of the reactor cavity drains and overflow pipes are shown to have
sufficient drain capacity per the Sump Strainer Performance Evaluation (Ref. 6.2-34).
Besides the overflow pipes and refueling cavity drains, no other drains or narrow
pathways are credited for providing make-up to the RWSP.

The design basis minimum water level of the RWSP is 4.0 ft above the RWSP floor as DCD_06.02.

shown in Figure 6.2.1-11, "RWSP Water levels." The minimum water level for a SBLOCA 02-55

is bounded by the LBLOCA level.

6.2.2.3.12 Downstream Effects - Ex-Vessel

Assessment of the downstream effects, caused by post-LOCA operation with debris
laden fluid for the US-APWR systems and components downstream of the sump strainer,
is discussed in the Sump Strainer Downstream Effects report (Ref. 6.2-36) and Chapter 4.
"Downstream Effects" of Ref. 6.2-34, "Sump Strainer Performance."

Downstream systems and components include the Emergency Core Cooling System,
Containment Spray System and the reactor core (see Subsection 6.2.2.3.13). Evaluation
of the ECCS, CSS and their components concludes that these systems are fully capable
of performing their intended functions under post-LOCA operating conditions. That is, the
ECCS and CSS are fully capable of providing adeauate core cooling to ensure the reactor
core is maintained in a safe, stable condition following a LOCA.

6.2.2.3.13 Downstream Effects - In-Vessel

The US-APWR plant is designed to facilitate core cooling during a LOCA. Some portions
of the chemical precipitates, fibrous and particulate debris generated in the containment
vessel during a LOCA are prevented from flowing downstream into the reactor core.
However, some of the debris may bypass the sump strainers and ultimately reach the
reactor core. Due to this ossibility. sum- strainer downstream effects were assessed Der

Tier 2 
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Table 6.2.1-3 RWSP Design Features

Parameters Value

Nominal Liquid Surface Area 4985 ft2

Normal Liquid Volumel, ft" (597,800 gallons)
(Water volume of 96 % water level excluding water
below 0% level)

Return Water on the Way to RWSP 37,000 . (123.700 gallons)
(During a postulated accident)

Ineffective Pool 2n7,99 15.050 ftja (3700aalons

Minimum Liquid Volume(W 18 340 ft3 (137,200 qallons)

DCD_06.02.
02-64
MIC-03-06-
00070

(2)
The 96% water level conservatively accounts for water aauge uncertaintyCalculated Dost-LOCA minimum water volume in RWSP. above 0% water level (i~e. normal 0% -

96% water volume, minus return water and ineffective pools.)
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Table 6.2.1-4 Initial Conditions for Maximum Containment Pressure Analytical
Model

Parameters Value Setting for
Conservatism

A. Reactor Coolant System

1. Reactor Power Level, MWt 4,451x1.02 Max (102%)

2. Average Coolant Temperature, OF 587.8 Max

3. Mass of Reactor Coolant System Liquid, Ibm 7.42x105 Max

4. Mass of Reactor Coolant System Steam, Ibm 1.02x104

5. Liquid Plus Steam Energy,* Btu 4.41x108 Max

B. Containment

1. Pressure, psig 2 (LOCA) Max

0 (MSLB) Min

2. Temperature, OF 120 Max

3. Relative Humidity, % 0 Min

4. Service Water Temperature, OF 95 Max

5. Refueling Water Temperature, °F 120 Max

6. Outside Temperature, OF Not Considered Thermal Insulation is
Assumed.

C. Stored Water (as applicable)

1. RWSP water volume, ft** 44A 3.000 Min
(gallon) (a2QOOQ.322,Q0)

2. Accumulators water volume, ft3  8.50x103 Min

Notes:*All energies are relative to 32°F [0°C].
This includes RWSP minimum inventory and return water, plus a safety margin, but does not include

the ineffective pit volume.

DCD 06.02.
01-21
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Table 6.2.1-5 Engineered Safety Feature Systems Information (Sheet I of 2)

Value

US APWR Specification Value Used for
Full Capacity Containment Design

Evaluation

1. Passive Safety Injection System

A. Number of Accumulators 4 4

B. Pressure, psig 695 586

II. Active Safety Injection Systems

A. High Head Injection System (HHIS)

1. Number of Lines 4 2

2. Number of Pumps 4 2

3. Flow Rate, gpm/train* 1,540 1,259

4. Response Time, sec N/A 118
(after analytical limit of SI signal
reached)

Ill. Containment Spray System (CSS)

A. Number of Lines 4 2

B. Number of Pumps 4 2

C. Number of Headers 1 1

D. Flow Rate, gpm 9,800 (4 pumps) 5,290 (2 pumps)

E. Response Time, sec N/A 243
(after analytical limit of SI signal reached)

IV. Refueling Water Storage Pit (RWSP)

66Ai,00al93150 ft3 3'2,0043",00 0f3A. Liquid volume. Gallons (696.800 aallons) (322Q000 gallons)

B. Liquid surface area ft2  4,985 Interface Area is Ignored

V. Containment

A. Free Volume (Air Volume), ft
3  2,800,000 2,743,000

Notes:• HHIS flow rate is the value when RCS pressure is at Opsig.
Hot leg switch-over is conservatively not assumed, which leads to ignoring steam condensation with the

hot leg injection.

DCD_06.02.
02-64
DCD_06.02.
01-21
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Table 6.2.2-2 Comparison of RWSP Recirculation Intake Debris Strainer Design to RG 1.82 Requirements
(Sheet I of 21)

No. Regulatory Position US-APWR Design

1.1 Features Needed to Minimize the Potential for Loss of NPSH Design Features and Capabilities
The ECC sumps, which are the source of water for such functions as The design features and capabilities employed to minimize
ECC and containment heat removal following a LOCA, should contain the potential for loss of NPSH are presented below.
an appropriate combination of the following features and capabilities to
ensure the availability of the ECC sumps for long-term cooling. The
adequacy of the combinations of features and capabilities should be
evaluated using the criteria and assumptions in Regulatory
Position 1.3.

1.1.1.1 A minimum of two sumps should be provided, each with sufficient Four separate, independent, and redundant 50% capacity
capacity to service one of the redundant trains of the ECCS and CSS. trains each of CSS and SI are provided. Each quadrant of the
The distribution of water sources and containment spray between the (common) RWSP contains paired CSS and SI suction pipes
sumps should be considered in the calculation of boron concentration in (four pairs; one pair per quadrant). Each pair of CSS and SI
the sumps for evaluating post-LOCA subcriticality and shutdown suction pipes ends in a suction sump (four total), with each
margins. Typically, these calculations are performed assuming the suction sump protected by an associated suction strainer
minimum boron concentration and the minimum dilution sources. (four total). The RWSP is the common suction source to the
Similar considerations should also be given in the calculation of time for ECCS and CSS. The RWSP contains approximately
hot leg switchover, which is calculated assuming the maximum boron 84-230_84 750 0t3 of 4,000 ppm boric acid at pH 4.3.
concentration and a minimum of dilution sources. Crystalline NaTB is added to raise pH to at least 7 for iodine

removal and long term LOCA cooling and recovery. LOCA
spillage and spray return flow paths to the RWSP promote full
mixing.

1.1.1.2 To the extent practical, the redundant sumps should be physically Four strainers and sumps are physically separated and
separated by structural barriers from each other and from high-energy located inside RWSP compartment which are away from pipe
piping systems to preclude damage from LOCA, and, if within design area.
basis, main steam or main feedwater break consequences to the
components of both sumps (e.g., trash rakes, sump screens, and sump
outlets) by whipping pipes or high-velocity jets of water or steam.

MIC-03-O6-
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Table 6.2.2-2 Comparison of RWSP Recirculation Intake Debris Strainer Design to RG 1.82 Requirements
(Sheet 2 of 21)

No. Regulatory Position US-APWR Design

1.1.1.3 The sumps should be located on the lowest floor elevation in the COn^ainRna d.... (tR01n_ , piPc.) Wntc the RAIP p_

containment exclusive of the reactor vessel cavity to maximize the pool p-ted fr large jobri by Yertieel dcbn" barn sapped by
depth relative to the sump screens. The sump outlets should be a coilin P,848. The. cump SPOning (MON,. .t1ROinor) M
protected by appropriately oriented (e.g., at least two vertical or nearly leeted at approdimal-;y ale-Otin 23 At 7 in. at . .ntainment.
vertical) debris interceptors: (1) a fine inner debris screen and (2) a with .G. . nd .1 eueti., at app--, 1 Af. 6 Mn. Disk, type
coarse outer trash rack to prevent large debris from reaching the debris MO.Otn et-an.rf 1986 ,m.unte. a-em- the RAMP fer tA be
screen. A curb should be provided upstream of the trash racks to used, w.ith 0.066 in hl. dfmztzr.
prevent high-density debris from being swept along the floor into the 6t.Roir Ouf.-- area e-f appximalit•ly 2,764 #R -eeehte-
sump. To be effective, the height of the curb should be appropriate for re.d.ue tha ...... ,^l•,.iy an . .... t .legging, with s.=fient
the pool flow velocities, as the debris can jump over a curb if the --e"-aulati-n flow and ubmFoRgon.. to pr-olud" .... "i--- The
velocities are sufficiently high. Experiments documented in NUREG RWSP containing sumin strainers is located on the lowest
ICR-6772 and NUREGICR-6773 have demonstrated that substantial floor elevation in the containment. The RWSP is desianed so
quantities of settled debris could transport across the sump pool floor to that the strainers are fully submerged during all accident
the sump screen by sliding or tumbling, conditions. A passive disk layer type of strainer system is

employed. instead of the conventional double screen design
with a finer screen and trash rack. The strainer is mounted on
the base Dlate installed on the RWSP floor. A curb is not
reauired in the RWSP because the strainer is designed for
safe oPeration with all design basis debris accumulating on
the strainer surface. The strainer design takes no credit for
debris settling in the transport evaluation. This has been
validated by testing.

1.1.1.4 The floor in the vicinity of the ECC sump should slope gradually u An.-•_,, :.ra,-, tobe MAR .. A... td Rh0. 'S..YS' R..P flAa. .
downward away from the sump to further retard floor debris transport Drelg. analysis inputo far dabr.. .n... .a ro
and reduce the fraction of debris that might reach the sump screen. eeeep'A;et.The strainer does not require a floor slope

because it is designed for safe operation with all desian basis
debris accumulating on the strainer surface. This has been
validated by testing.
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Table 6.2.2-2 Comparison of RWSP Recirculation Intake Debris Strainer Design to RG 1.82 Requirements
(Sheet 3 of 21)

No. Regulatory Position US-APWR Design

1.1.1.5 All drains from the upper regions of the containment should terminate in The tranofor Pipe -og .. . quipped w-..-" v.. tis. l do.ix.
such a manner that direct streams of water, which may contain bek. sapped b g The tanr.pir•p o. ... loated
entrained debris, will not directly impinge on the debris interceptors or 1R ar -o.rf .a...tinmo-nt whowe dm do 618 not d*roly -mpi-•g
discharge in close proximity to the sump. The drains and other narrow on them. Besidcs the OtnofeFr pipe and Frefcl.ng eav.ty
pathways that connect compartments with potential break locations to d.ino, nS ,thOr draim OF . n.r.... p. .h.Y.. W assumed to
the ECC sump should be designed to ensure that they would not pr.lide mako up te the RWSP. FloarF doin piping ,:hil.
become blocked by the debris; this is to ensure that water needed for 0c81.- in tc Cthe t-m:nt •,,OmP, auah ac th: SG
an adequate NPSH margin could not be held up or diverted from the o--A-AMp M^ floo .. .p.rating Neor-, is assumed to bee.m.
sump. bWokcd. Ccntin.c.nt Spray "Gter ic drai=nd to 1WOFr

containment levels by way of ctewar:xy FROngeqiMen

hateh, OF compartMMen 8ccac8 epenings. Thoco oPoningO 8r:
nat eenaidored to be ROFFSW- p84hW':yc YWlnRablO8 to9
ble.'tag. 6098 the ROOFr drain- aF. assumed to be bl-ited,
OR amaunt c0 GORWRlnMrt GpraY V~AFc is assumed to calleot

,nd remain on ,arieuo Contaminant loeels. Tho h -igh
the W8at8F rem~aining OR tho GontInirSnt 48Floo arce ac681FAumo
to be 0.05 m (2 in) on the EL676' 5" and EL 60' 2' 48Flon
efuoling a...l.t, and 0.15 -6% (6 .') 9n the EL 25' 2" for. TPhir

emaRian of remaining veater is footorod into the Fatu, FAVSOF
hold Up .:u:in tho_ O cjAtix of ReOWling W618F 91torngc
pI IR- SP) W8l•.,., •v'..Return water drains through floor
openings in the SG compartment floors to the reactor cavity
and header compartment, before flowing throuah overflow
piping in these compartments to the RWSP. Mesh debris
interceptors are installed over the floor openings and within
the header compartment. The mesh size (8-in x 8-in) is
smaller than the overflow piping diameter (12-in) to prevent
blockaae by large debris. The overflow Diping discharge
locations in the RWSP are not located near the sump
strainers and include return water baffles to prevent streams
of water from directly impinging on the strainer.

MIC-03-06-
00070
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Table 6.2.2-2 Comparison of RWSP Recirculation Intake Debris Strainer Design to RG 1.82 Requirements
(Sheet 4 of 21)

No. Regulatory Position US-APWR Design

1.1.1.6 The strength of the trash racks should be adequate to protect the debris ,.'zMa .abno be. e and •oi!$ng Plate pr.ctaONg tr0ofar pipc
screens from missiles and other large debris. Trash racks and sump ,pOn: arc of r .bu ld:oig- -d prc.-'.o --.dB:OR:N.
screens should be capable of withstanding the loads imposed by pf.toot.ori OR.m m=iociR .nd. otho laF. g dcbri.. Qotion
expanding jets, missiles, the accumulation of debris, and pressure otroncr. ac designed io .. ,.Oi 08.og..r; I Bnd quality 'l" 3
differentials caused by post-LOCA blockage under design-basis flow -. The sumo strainer and debris interceptors are
conditions. When evaluating the impact from potential expanding jets classified as safety-related and seismic category I to provide
and missiles, credit for any protection to trash racks and sump screens a robust design and adeouate protection from dynamic effects
offered by surrounding structures or credit for remoteness of trash racks such as expanding lets. missiles, and accumulated debris.
and sump screens from potential high energy sources should be Design loads are properly combined and differential pressure
justified. caused by potential debris clogging is taken into account as

part of the mechanical analysis.

1.1.1.7 Where consistent with the overall sump design and functionality, the top A ano,,i..al cu:ian sw -trn, inof -deig , with ot 8 cg! r platc
of the debris interceptor structures should be a solid cover plate that is iA dis toe..d. A 91k t.p0 11,P c--ticn --Ot-orS 06 to 198
designed to be fully submerged after a LOCA and completion of the uved.A conventional sump strainer with a flat cover plate is
ECC injection. The cover plate is intended to provide additional not applied. A passive disk layer type strainer is used, and
protection to debris interceptor structures from LOCA generated loads, designed to withstand debris loads when all design basis
However, the design should also provide a means for the venting of any debris accumulates on the strainer surface.
air trapped underneath the cover.

1.1.1.8 The debris interceptors should be designed to withstand the inertial and As noted in 1.1.1.6 above, the RWSP suction strainers are
hydrodynamic effects that are due to vibratory motion of a safe designed to seismic category I and.quality class B standards.
shutdown earthquake (SSE) following a LOCA without loss of structural
integrity.

1.1.1.9 Materials for debris interceptors and sump screens should be selected Corrosion resistant (stainless steel) material is used for
to avoid degradation during periods of both inactivity and operation and suction strainers and all inner surfaces of the RWSP.
should have a low sensitivity to such adverse effects as stress-assisted
corrosion that may be induced by chemically reactive spray during
LOCA conditions.

1.1.1.10 The debris interceptor structures should include access openings to RWSP hatches are provided and suction strainers are
facilitate the inspection of these structures, any vortex suppressors, and designed to allow sump inspections.
the sump outlets.

MIC-03-06-
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Table 6.2.2-2 Comparison of RWSP Recirculation Intake Debris Strainer Design to RG 1.82 Requirements
(Sheet 5 of 21)

No. Regulatory Position US-APWR Design

1.1.1.11 A sump screen design (i.e., size and shape) should be chosen that will GtlFi~eFeThe ECCICS strainers are sized appropriately to
avoid the loss of NPSH from debris blockage during the period that the withstand all design basis debris loads and minimize debris
ECCS is required to operate in order to maintain long-term cooling or head loss to maintain NPSH in safe. Ammaun= tha PAWP hMc
maximize the time before loss of NPSH caused by debris blockage a l ,.g .. .oor a.Op, rV.oro,' . r. (feo Ifrom ops, r•o....io...
when used with an active mitigation system (see Regulatory Position Sand aooca8tod• dzbrO. bl,,kag, . An active sump strainer
1.1.4). blockage mitigation system (Regulatory Position 1.1.4) is not

applicable to the US-APWR.

1.1.1.12 The possibility of debris-clogging flow restrictions downstream of the The delbFECC/CS strainers are made of stainless steel and
sump screen should be assessed to ensure adequate long-term eeukd-use perforated plates in a layered disc with 0.066 in
recirculation cooling, containment cooling, and containment pressure hole diameter-, which is sized to prevent any bvyass debris
control capabilities. The size of the openings in the sump debris screen laroer than the minimum gag in downstream components.
should be determined considering the flow restrictions of systems The design-basis byoass debris is determined and used for
served by the ECCS sump. The potential for long thin slivers passing downstream evaluations for both in-vessel and ex-vessel
axially through the sump screen and then reorienting and clogging at portions.
any flow restriction downstream should be considered. Consideration For in vessel evaluations, potential impacts due to bypass
should be given to the buildup of debris at downstream locations such debris clogging is evaluated and concluded that Iona term
as the following: containment spray nozzle openings, HPSI throttle cooling in maintained.
valves, coolant channel openings in the core fuel assemblies, fuel For ex-vessel evaluations, the downstream components and
assembly inlet debris screens, ECCS pump seals, bearings, and equipment will be orocured to meet design requirements to
impeller running clearances. If it is determined that a sump screen with withstand bypass debris loads.
openings small enough to filter out particles of debris that are fine
enough to cause damage to ECCS pump seals or bearings would be
impractical, it is expected that modifications would be made to the
ECCS pumps or ECCS pumps would be procured that can operate
long-term under the probable conditions.

1.1.1.13 ECC and containment spray pump suction inlets should be designed to DnW,- LOa C A^ the minimum. ^N deOpth Of WateF or tho RWP is 4
prevent degradation of pump performance through air ingestion and feet. At that -.inimum depth, the top .f "=,h RWP -"i.N.
other adverse hydraulic effects (e.g., circulatory flow patterns, high trinRS *6 GWub...rg-d 3.67" 198o:W the o....c 8 the V.'... in
intake head losses). th^ F•AOSPL The RW.P rO.irOU'..O. .. pp. . ic... c--,to

praoludo adv-oreo hydraullo effooto (e.g., Yorten formation ond
high o.uien hoad , -ss).The fully submerged advanced
strainer configuration prevents vortexing from occuring. A low

approach velocity at the strainer surface also mitigates the
risk of vortexing. and prevents excessive head loss due to

debris clossing or two-phase flow such as sump fluid flushing
deaeration.
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Table 6.2.2-2 Comparison of RWSP Recirculation Intake Debris Strainer Design to RG 1.82 Requirements
(Sheet 10 of 21)

No. Regulatory Position US-APWR Design

1.3.1.1 ECC and containment heat removal systems should be designed so Pot ,,^A c_=i .n.... pr.ur. is noe erodit for
that sufficient available NPSH is provided to the system pumps, US AP..R NPI.H r.y-luo•t.n 0f ECC .nd .c-'-.ntoin , hoat
assuming the maximum expected temperature of the pumped fluid and .e-e:-- :yst.-:.For the minimum NPSH available
no increase in containment pressure from that present prior to the calculation. no additional containment pressure is credited
postulated LOCA. (See Regulatory Position 1.3.1.2, below.) For sump above the initial containment oressure for low sump fluid
pools with temperatures less than 2120 F, it is conservative to assume temperatures (i.e.. above below approximately 212 0 F). For
that the containment pressure equals the vapor pressure of the sump hiaher sump fluid temperatures, the containment oressure is
water. This ensures that credit is not taken for the containment assumed to eaual the saturation pressure corresponding to
pressurization during the transient. For sub-atmospheric containments, the sump water temperature, as discussed in MUAP-08001
this guidance should apply after the injection phase has terminated. For
sub-atmospheric containments, prior to the termination of the injection
phase, NPSH analyses should include conservative predictions of the
containment atmospheric pressure and sump water temperature as a
function of time.

1.3.1.2 For certain operating PWRs for which the design cannot be practicably Not applicable to US-APWR. (This item applies to operating
altered, conformance with Regulatory Position 13.1.1 (above) may not PWR plants only.)
be possible. In these cases, no additional containment pressure should
be included in the determination of available NPSH than is necessary to
preclude pump cavitation. The calculation of available containment
pressure and sump water temperature as a function of time should
underestimate the expected containment pressure and overestimated
the sump water temperature when determining the available NPSH for
this situation.

1.3.1.3 For certain operating reactors for which the design cannot be Not applicable to US-APWR. (This item applies to ooeratina
practicably altered. if credit is taken for the operation of an ECCS or PWR plants only.)
containment heat removal oumo in cavitation, prototypical oumo tests
should be oerformed alono with post-test examination of the pump to
demonstrate that pump oerformance will not be dearaded and that the
pump continues to meet all the performance criteria assumed in the
safety analyses. The time period in the safety analyses during which
the pump may be assumed to operate while cavitating should not be
lonaer than the time for which the oerformance tests demonstrate that
the pump meets performance criteria.
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MIC-03-O6-

Containment spray 00070
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Figure 6.2.1-10 Volume of Ineffective Water
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Figure 6.2.1-11 RWSP Water Levels
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Figure 6.2.1-15 RWSP Overflow Piping
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Figure 6.2.1-16 RWSP Upper and Lower Plan View at Elevation 25 ft.- 3 in.
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Figure 6.2.1-70 Reactor Cavity Sectional View J
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Figure 6.2.1-73 JSteam Generator Subcompartment Plan View
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Refueling Canal
Required Volume

29,410 ft3

Refueling Water Storage Auxiliary

Tank Capacity

29,410 ft3

(Outside Containment)

Refueling Water Storage Pit

Capacity

94,750 ft3

(Inside Containment)
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3
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Required Volume

Figure 6.2.2-7 Required Water Volumes vs. Pit Capacities
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6.3.2 System Design

6.3.2.1 Schematic Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams

Figure 6.3-1 is a simplified flow diagram of the ECCS. Figure 6.3-2 is the piping and
instrumentation diagram showing system locations for all components, including system
interconnections, instruments, alarms and indications. Chapter 7, Section 7.3, discusses
the instrumentation and control, including the actuation logic, the component redundancy,
the system interlocks, and the indication for the SIS.

6.3.2.1.1 High Head Injection System

There are four independent and dedicated SI pump trains. The SI pump trains are
automatically initiated by a S signal, and supply boric acid water (at approximately
4,000 ppm boron) from the RWSP to the reactor vessel. Each 50% capacity train
includes a safety injection pump suction isolation valve , a dedicated, 50% capacity
SI pump, a safety injection pump discharge containment isolation valve, a direct vessel
safety injection line isolation valve, and a hot leg injection isolation valve.

Figure 6.3-3 presents an elevation drawing of the SIS. System piping would normally be
filled and vented from the RWSP to the reactor vessel injection nozzles at elevation 39 ft-
3 in prior to startup. Thus, the injection piping is completely filled with water. A series of
four check valves are installed between each SI pump and the direct vessel injection
(DVI) nozzles at the reactor vessel. This series of check valves provides a "keep full"
function, while preventing a drain-down to the RWSR As shown, 2423 ft-a6 in areis MIC-03-S6-
available between the 100% RWSP level at elevation 44920 ft-62 in, and the highest SI 00070

piping at elevation 43 ft-8 in. Using a conservative value of 1200 F, which is the maximum
operating temperature in containment, a static head 30 ft. high is required for water
column separation. Void formation due to water column separation in the SI piping is
precluded and no delay is assumed between the system initiation and the injection flow
into the reactor vessel downcomer. This design feature minimizes the potential for water
hammer. Potential voids, caused by insufficient venting, may be formed in the SIS lines.
Inservice testing required by Subsection 3.9.6.2 includes periodic testing through the full-
flow test lines located at the high point of the SIS and discharge into the RWSR See
Figure 6.3-3. These tests periodically discharge potential voids, minimize unacceptable
dynamic effects such as water hammer, and ensure operability of the suction and
injection lines. The ECCS delivery lag time is provided in Chapter 15, "Transient and
Safety Analyses." Table 6.2.1-5 provides ESF system parameter information relating to
ECCS and CSS actuation timing.

Each 50% capacity SI pump train is connected to a dedicated DVI nozzle for injection
into the reactor downcomer region. The DVI nozzles are located at approximately the
same vessel elevation as the reactor coolant hot and cold leg penetrations, but slightly
below their nozzle centerline.

6.3.2.1.2 Accumulator System

There are four accumulators, one supplying each reactor coolant cold leg. The
accumulators are vertically mounted cylindrical tanks located outside each SG/reactor
coolant pump cubicle. The accumulators are passive devices. The accumulators are

Tier 2 6.3-4 Ravomoan 2
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injection flow at a small flow rate (followed by the injection flow from the SI pumps). The
required capacity of each accumulator at the small injection flow rate is approximately
724 ft3, which is increased to approximately 784 ft3 (Ref. 6.3-3).

The volume of each accumulator (2,126 ft3) includes the volume (1,342 ft3 plus 784 ft3)

associated with both the large and small injection flow rates, respectively. Considering
the total water volume (2,126 ft3) and adding the volume of gas space and dead water
volume, the required volume of a single accumulator is 3,180 ft3 (Ref. 6.3-3).

The design temperature of the accumulator is 300°F which is consistent with the design
temperature of the containment where the accumulators are located. The design
pressure of the accumulator is 700 psig. This value provides margin to the normal
operating pressure (i.e., nitrogen pressure) of 640 psig.

The flow rate coefficient and uncertainty of the flow damper is described in Ref. 6.3-3 and
Ref. 6.3-4.

6.3.2.2.3 Refueling Water Storage Pit

The RWSP is designed to have a sufficient inventory of boric acid water for refueling and
long-term core cooling during a LOCA. A mi-imum of 81 ,230847_50 ft3 of o'•aoblo watcr MIC-03-06-

is required in the RWSR Sufficient submerged water level is maintained to secure the 00070
minimum NPSH for the Sl pumps. The RWSP capacity includes an allowance for
instrument uncertainty and the amount of holdup volume loss within the containment.
The capacity of the RWSP is optimized for a LOCA in order to prevent an extraordinarily
large containment. Therefore, a refueling water storage auxiliary tank containing
29,410 ft3 is provided separately outside the containment to ensure that the required
volume for refueling operations is met. Table 6.3-5 presents the relevant RWSP data.
Detail description of structure and capacity of RWSP is provided in Subsection 6.2.2.2.

The temperature during normal operation is in a range of 70 to 120*F. -pk. MIC-03-06-
t.mp.mtur. following a 6OCA is apprximat.ly 2,69F.The peak temperature following a 00051

LOCA is 2560F. and the maximum design temperature is 2700 F. MIC-03-0
100070

The boric acid water in the RWSP is purified using the refueling water storage system
(RWS). The RWS is shown in Figure 6.3-7 and may be cross-connected to one of two
SFPCS filter and demineralizer vessels to remove the solid materials and the dissolved
impurities for purification. The capacity of the purification subsystem is designed to
maintain the chemistry of the spent fuel pool, the refueling cavity, the refueling water
storage auxiliary tank, and the RWSP. Chapter 9, Subsection 9.1.3, discusses the
SFPCS purification of the boric acid water.

6.3.2.2.4 ECClCS Strainers

Four independent sets of strainers are provided inside the RWSP as part of the ECCS
and CSS. ECC/CS strainers are provided for preventing debris from entering the safety
systems, which are required to maintain the post-LOCA long-term cooling performance.
ECC/CS strainers are designed to comply with RG 1.82. Strainer compliance with
RG 1.82 is discussed in Subsection 6.2.2.2.6.
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The RWSP is located at the lowest part of the containment in order to collect containment
spray water and blowdown water by gravity. It is compartmentalized by a concrete
structure against the upper containment area. Connecting pipes that drain the collected
water from the upper containment are provided in the c;iling of the RW.SPreactor cavity IC03-00

and header compartment. The fully submerged strainers are installed on the bottom floor 0

of the RWSP inside containment at elevation 3 ft. - 7 in. Below the strainers at elevation
3 ft. - 7 in. is the bottom of the RWSP sumps. Table 6.3-5 presents relevant ECC/CS
strainer data.

The fully submerged strainers, in combination with the SI pump elevation, provide
sufficient NPSH to ensure continuous suction availability without cavitation during all
postulated events requiring the actuation of the ECCS.

The strainer sizing accommodates the estimated amount of debris potentially generated
in containment. (Subsection 6.2.2.26ý6.2.2.2.6) MIC-03-06-

00052

The Sump Strainer Performance Evaluation document (Ref. 6.2-34) evaluates
parameters described in the SE of the NEI 04-07 (Ref. 6.2-24). Reference 6.2-36 MIC-03-06-

provides additional detailed evaluation of downstream effects potentially impacting the 00053

safety functions associated with pumps, valves, heat exchangers, instrumentation
(sensing lines and flow measuring devices), spray nozzles, reactor vessel flow paths.
Evaluation of downstream effects is described in the report "Sump Strainer Downstream
Effects" (Ref: 6.2-36).

6.3.2.2.5 NaTB Baskets and NaTB Basket Containers

Crystalline NaTB additive is stored in the containment and is used to raise the pH of the
RWSP from 4.3 to at least 7.0 post-LOCA. The chemical composition of NaTB is
Na2B407-10 H20. (Sodium tetra-borate decahydrate is also known as "borax" and can be
written B4 O7Na2-10 H20.)

The total weight of NaTB contained in the baskets is at least 44,100 pounds to raise the
pH of the borated water in the containment following an accident to at least 7.0.

Twenty-three NaTB baskets are placed in the containment to maintain the desired
post-accident pH conditions in the recirculation water. The buffering agent is mixed with
the recirculation water in the containment so that the desired post-accident pH conditions
in the recirculation water is maintained.

Twenty three NaTB baskets are divided and installed into three NaTB basket containers.
Figure 6.3-8 and Figure 6.3-9 are the plan and sectional views of the NaTB baskets and
NaTB basket containments installation, which are located on the maintenance platform in
the containment at elevation 121 ft. - 5 in. The upper lips of the NaTB Basket Containers
are approximately 1 ft. - 7 in. above the top of the NaTB baskets. This allows for the full
immersion of the baskets and the optimum NaTB transfer to the RWSR

The NaTB basket containers include the following number of NaTB baskets:

0 Container A: Nine NaTB baskets

Tier 2 6.3-8 ROVOSOOR 3
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" Container B: Seven NaTB baskets

" Container C: Seven NaTB baskets

The top face of each container is open to receive spray water from the CSS nozzles
during an accident and, after a period-of-time, each container is filled with spray water.
As shown in Figure 6.3-9, spray ring D is located directly above the NaTB baskets at
elevation 131 ft. - 6 in. Figure 6.3-10 and Figure 6.3-11 present the plan and sectional
views of the spray distribution, coverage patterns, and spray trajectories for the NaTB
baskets. Subsection 6.2.2 provides a discussion of the CSS.

Tho top faee of tho rFeteling ca':ity 'a opon and blanketed by the eentainment cpraY MIC-03-06
during an aooidont. The spray water-, which fiowc into the rofueling cavit)y, idAied 0007
through the t::e rofueling cavity dmain piper toteIWP

NaTB in baskets is dissolved in spray water in the containers. The solution containing
NaTB is discharged from each container to the RWSP through 4 inch diam.... NaTB MIC-03-06-
solution transfer pipes. NaTB1 colution tranefor pipc c8Rnot to the 8 inch diamoitor 00070

rofUeling cavity drain pipecaet the inlet of the RW8P 8nd the colutio fioWc int the RWSP2
8#Fte 1986ng mix~ed and diluted by the water drained from the rofuoling caVity.Figure 6.3-
12 shows the NaTB solution transfer piping. This piping transfers NaTB solution to the
RWSP by gravity.

The size of the NaTB transfer pipes and Fefuoling caalty d~er1ainpec are selected to MIC-03-06
minimize the head loss during a transfer of solution. The containerized NaTB solution 00070
overflows at the same flow rate as the spray water that flows into the container.
Therefore, the NaTB dissolved in the container flows into the RWSP without losses from
spilling over onto the containment operating floor. The dissolution time of the NaTB is
approximately 12 hours.

The design temperature of the baskets and containers is 3000F, which is consistent with
the design temperature of the containment, where the baskets and containers are
located. The design pressure of the baskets and containers is atmospheric pressure.
The baskets and containers are not closed vessels, but are open to containment
atmosphere.

6.3.2.2.6 Major Valves

Containment isolation is discussed in Subsection 6.2.4. Control (including interlocks) and
automatic features of containment isolation valves are discussed in Chapter 7, Section
7.3.

6.3.2.2.6.1 Safety Injection Pump Suction Isolation Valve

There is a normally open motor-operated gate valve in each of the four Si pump suction
lines from the RWSig These valves remain open during normal and emergency
operations. The valves are remotely closed by operator action from the MCR and RSC
only if an tur line has to be isolated from the RWSP to terminate a leak or if pump/valve
maintenance specifically requires it. The open or closed valve position, for these valves,
Tnyi nSSln a ob ioae rmteRS otrierte2a6.eak r i upvle~
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Table 6.3-5 Safety Injection System Design Parameters (Sheet 3 of 3)

Description Specification

NaTB Basket Container

Type Semi-rectangular

Number 3

Capacity A: 1155ft3 , B:92503 , C:925ft3

Design Pressure Atmosphere

Design Temperature 300°F

Normal Operating Temperature 70 -120°F

Fluid Boric Acid Water

Material of Construction Stainless Steel

Design Code ASME Section III, Class 2

Equipment Class 2

Seismic Category I

Refueling Water Storage Pit

Type Pit Type

Number 1

Capacity ,84.75 ft3  MIC-03-06-
00070

Design Pressure Atmosphere Note 1

Design Temperature 30027Q0 F MIC-03-06-
00065

Temperature during normal operation 70 ~ 120°F

Peak Temperature following LOCA Approximately L8O2560 F 1MIC-03-06-
00065

Fluid Boric Acid Water

Material of Construction Stainless Steel

Equipment Class 2

Seismic Category I

Note:

1. For structural design, an outside pressure occurring in accident 9.6 psi is reflected.

Tier 2 6.3-48 Re~.R4
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MIC-03-06-
00070C-~Th BASKET

coN1TrER B44.TB BASKET
CONTANIERMTK-00B-S

S-NOTh BASKET U-WBT BASKET W.NMTB BASKET Y-S.TB BASKET K-NS.T BASKET M4UTB BASKET PASTS BASKET S-.BAT BASSET
MESIMS-S AMS-A0IUS MhE-A01W-S MES-00IT S WKO-1 S ME-00 M-S MEO-AOSP.S MES-O01 R- S

TNaSTS BASSET V-NATS BASSE X-NaTS BASS• MsQu1Lo$M rs-sN* MES-00IO-S

CAWTS BASKET C-BTS BASKET ýB-BT BASKET S-BATS BASKET l-ATB BASSET
MEOAIA.S B4 MEG-ODIC-S MEG-A0lE-S ME.SGS MEO-AS1J-S

BA~BSMVV T DhTSMfT F-BTSBASSET AC-BA1TS BASKE
S-SýlFA MEOSS

I RWSP I
RWS-MET-S31-S I

L 6 -3--- -------------

Figure 6.3-12 NaTB3 Solution Transfer Piping Diagram
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Following a DBA, the containment pressure approaches atmospheric pressure. When
the containment pressure is reduced sufficiently and the operator determines that
containment spray is no longer required, the operator terminates containment spray.

6.5.2.2 System Design (for Fission Product Removal)

The RWSP contains 8,23).84 750 ft3 of water borated to at least 4,000 ppm boron, MIC-03-06-

resulting in a pH of approximately 4.3. Crystalline NaTB is stored in baskets at the 00070

operating level in containment. The chemical composition of NaTB is Na2B407.10 H20.
Section 6.1, "Engineered Safety Feature Materials," provides additional information on
this chemical and its compatibility with ESF materials in addition to those of the CSS.

As described in Subsection 6.2.2, there are 348 containment spray nozzles arrayed in
four spray rings positioned high in the containment. Figure 6.2.2-5 is a sectional view of
the containment showing the elevation of each spray ring (A, B, C, and D). Figure 6.2.2-6
presents the number and types of nozzles on each spray ring. Figure 6.2.2-6 also
presents a plan view showing the location of each nozzle on each spray ring and the
predicted spray coverage on the operating floor of the containment. The nozzle design
and manufacturer, orientation, supply pressure, and array on the headers are commonly
used in US nuclear power applications.

Approximately 60% of the containment net free volume is sprayed. Unsprayed regions
include those areas covered by the containment structure (i.e., pressurizer
subcompartment top cover). Table 6.5-4 presents a tabulation of the unsprayed volume
in the containment. Significant natural convection mixing flow between sprayed and
unsprayed regions is established by the large difference between the sprayed and the
unsprayed percentages of the containment volume. Figures 6.3-10 and 6.3-11 shows the
plan and sectional views of the spray distribution, coverage patterns, and spray
trajectories for the NaTB baskets.

Operation of the CSS to remove fission products from containment is described in
Chapter 15, Subsection 15.6.5.5. The time of spray initiation and spray flow rate is also
shown in Chapter 15, Subsection 15.6.5.5.

6.5.2.3 Design Evaluation

Chapter 15, Subsection 15.0.3 describes the iodine removal parameters for the
US-APWR. Only two CSS trains are credited to mitigate the effects of a design basis
accident that releases radioactive material into the containment. Chapter 15,
Subsection 15.6.5.5 describes the radiological consequence evaluation for the limiting
design basis accident, including fission product removal, by the CSS. Chapter 15,
Subsection 15.0.3 contains information about the methods employed in this evaluation.

6.5.2.3.1 Elemental Iodine Removal by Spray

The iodine removal analysis assumes two 50% capacity containment spray trains are
operating. The elemental iodine removal by spraying is negligible. Accordingly, no credit
is taken for removal of elemental iodine by spray. No credit is taken for containment
spray removal of noble gases or organic iodine.

Tier 2 6.5-8 Rav*ramaA 2
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Table 14.3-1a Design Basis Accident Analysis Key Design Features
(Sheet 2 of 8)

Tier 2
Tier I Ref.(1) Key Design Features Tier 2

Location(2)

Table 2.2-4 The containment design pressure is 68 psig. Table 3.8.1-1
ITAAC #3,#5 The PCCV is designed for an external pressure of 3.9 psig 6.2.1.5.3
Table 2.11.1-1 based on conservative analysis of inadvertent CSS operation. Table 6.2.1-2
Table 2.11.1-2 The containment design temperature is 300°F. Table 6.5-5
ITAAC #3 Free volume of containment is 2,800,000 ft3 . 15.4.8.4

15.6.5
2.4.1 Ferritic reactor coolant pressure boundary materials meet 10 5.2.3.3
Table 2.4.1-2 CFR 50 Appendix G fracture toughness criteria and 5.3.1
ITAAC #4.b requirements for testing.

2.4.2.1 The pressurizer safety valves provide overpressure protection in 5.2.2.1
Table 2.4.2-5 accordance with the ASME Code Section III. This overpressure Table 5.2.2-1
ITAAC #1 0.a protection is provided for the followingbounding events

" Loss of external electrical load.
" Loss of normal feedwater flow.
" Reactor coolant pump shaft break.
" Uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly bank withdrawal
from a subcritical or low-power startup condition.
- Spectrum of rod ejection accidents.
The sum of the capacities of the pressurizer safety valves
exceeds 1.728x 106 lb/hr (432,000 lb/hr per valve).

Table 2.4.2-5 Pressurizer safety valves set pressure; Table 5.2.2-1
ITAAC #10.a >2435 psig and

52485 psig

Table 2.4.2-5 The reactor coolant flow rate per loop with 10% steam Table 5.1-3
ITAAC #10.d generator tube plugging is at least 112,000 gallons per minute.
Table 2.4.2-5 RCPs have a rotating inertia to provide coastdown flow. 5.4.1
ITAAC #10.c 15.3.1.1

15.6.5.2

Table 2.4.4-5 The four independent ECC/CS suction strainers are designed 62.2
ITAAC #7.b to maintain adequate NPSH and minimize downstream effects 6.2.2.2.6 and

to support ECC/CS functions, maintaining the reactor core in a 6.2.2.3
long-term coolable geometry and supporting decay heat Table 6.2.2-2
removal following a design basis accident. Debris interceptors Table 19.1-119
are installed to protect the recirculation pathways and strainer
from blockage from larae debris.

Table 2.4.4-5 The RWSP and ECC/CS suction strainers are located at the 6.2.2.2.5
ITAAC #1.a lower elevation in containment. The coolant and associated Table 19.1-119

debris from a pipe or component rupture (LOCA), and the
containment spray drain into the RWSP through teefwe-
pipeeoverflow piping in the reactor cavity and header

compartment.
NOTES: (1) Source: Tier 1 section or table. (2) Tier 2 location or table where addressed.

MIC-03-14-0
0002

MIC-03-14-0
0003
MIC-03-14-0
0003

MIC-03-14-0
0003
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Table 14.3-1a Design Basis Accident Analysis Key Design Features
(Sheet 3 of 8)

Tier 2
Tier I Ref.(1) Key Design Features Tier 2

Location(2)

Table 2.4.4-5 Insulation and coatings inside containment are consistent with 6.1.2
ITAAC #7.b the design basis evaluations of ECC/CS suction strainer 6.1.3

performance. 6.2.2.3

Table 19.1-119

2.4.4.1 The high head safety injection system consists of four 6.3.2.1
Table 2.4.4-2 independent and dedicated SI pump trains. Table 19.1-119
Table 2.4.4-5 The SI pump trains are automatically initiated by an ECCS
ITAAC #1.a, actuation signal, and supply borated water from the RWSP to
#1 .b, #6.b, #6.c, the reactor vessel via direct vessel injection line.
#10.b
Table 2.4.4-5 Each safety injection pump has a pump differential head of no Table 6.2.1-5
ITAAC #7.b less than 3937 ft and no more 4527 ft at the minimum flow, and 6.3

injects no less than 1259 gpm and no more than 1462 gpm of Figure 6.3-4
RWSP water into the reactor vessel at atmospheric pressure. Figure 6.3-15

Figure 6.3-16

2.4.4.1 Four (4) ECCS accumulators store borated water under Table 6.2.1-4
Table 2.4.4-5 pressure and automatically inject it into the RCS if the reactor Table 6.2.1-5
ITAAC #7.b coolant pressure decreases below the accumulator pressure. 6.3.2.2.2

The volume of each accumulator is at least 3,180 1f3 , Table 6.3-5
considering the total water volume and adding the volume of
gas space and dead water volume.

Table 2.4.4-5 The water volume injected from each accumulator into reactor 6.3
ITAAC #7.b vessel is >2126 ft3. Table 6.3-5
Table 2.4.4-6 The water volume injected from each accumulator into reactor Table 19.1-119

vessel during large flow is a1326.8 ft3 .
The calculated resistance coefficient of the accumulator
system (based on a cross-section area of 0.6827 ft2) meets
the requirements shown in Tier I Table 2.4.4-6.
The accumulators provide the integrated function of low head
injection in the event of a LOCA.

2.4.4.1 The RWSP is the source of borated water for emergency core 6.2.2.2.5
Table 2.4.4-5 cooling and containment spray systems. The volume of the Table 6.2.1-3
ITAAC #7.b RWSP is at least 84-,23054M ft3. taking into account Table 6.2.1-4

ineffective pit volume and containment cavities and pits where Figure 6.2.2-7
water may be trapped and not drain to the RWSP. 6.3

Table 6.3-5

2.4.5.1 RHRS provides long term core cooling. 5.4.7.1
Table 2.4.5-5 Table 19.1-119
ITAAC #8.a
NOTES: (1) Source: Tier 1 section or table. (2) Tier 2 location or table where addressed.

I MIC-03-14-0
0003
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ANALYSES

The US-APWR ECCS consists of the accumulator system, the high head injection system
(HHIS) and emergency letdown system. The ECCS injects borated water into the RCS
following a postulated LOCA to cool the reactor core, to prevent damage to the fuel
cladding, and to limit the zirconium-water reaction of the fuel cladding to a very small
amount.

Each of the four RCS loops has an accumulator connected to the respective cold leg.
When the RCS pressure falls below the accumulator initiating pressure of 600 psia, the
accumulators begin to inject borated water into the RCS cold legs. Each accumulator has
an internal passive flow damper, which automatically switches the injection flowrate.
When the water level is above the top of a standpipe within an accumulator, water enters
the flow damper through both inlets at the top of the standpipe and at the side of the flow
damper and thus the accumulator injects water with a large flowrate. When the water
level drops below the top of the standpipe, the water enters the flow damper only through
the side inlet and thus injects water at a lower flowrate. The accumulators are attached to
the cold legs.

The HHIS consists of four independent safety trains, each containing an Sl pump and the
associated valves and piping. The Sl pumps are aligned to take suction from the
refueling water storage pit (RWSP) and deliver borated water directly to the downcomer
through the direct vessel injection (DVI) nozzles located below the cold leg inlet nozzles
on the RV. The RWSP is located within the lowest portion of the containment vessel and
collect the water from the break and the containment sprays. The RWSP provides a
continuous borated water source for the SI pumps avoiding the need to switch the pump
suction from a storage water tank to the containment recirculation sump. The SI pumps
start automatically upon receipt of the ECCS actuation signal.

The accumulators initially inject large flow rate, then automatically reduced to lower flow
rate as the water level in the accumulators drop below the level of the internal standpipe.
The reduced flow from the accumulators, together with the DVI flow from the Sl pumps is
sufficient to maintain the downcomer level provide flow to the core during the reflood
phase. The combined performance of the accumulator system and the HHIS is sufficient
to eliminate the need of low head injection pumps.

(4) Containment Spray System Functions During a LOCA

The containment spray system (CSS) consists of four independent trains, each
containing a containment spray/residual heat removal (CS/RHR) heat exchanger, a CS/
RHR pump, spray nozzles, piping and valves. The CSS takes borated water taken from
the RWSP then sprays it into the containment vessel to maintain the pressure of the
containment to be below the design pressure and restore it to approximately atmospheric
pressure. The CSS is automatically actuated on the high-3 containment pressure signal.
The CS/RHR heat exchangers provide long term cooling by removing heat from the
containment to further reduce the pressure.

During a LOCA, the RWSP is well protected against debris wash down. Containment
drains at8RGfF. pipee,) into the RWSP are protected from large debris by YeFtie' -deb",, , I MIC-03-15-

befc, -ppod by a oo•..,, pla-tdebris interceptors. The suction strainers, and the CSS 00001
and Sl suctions are located as such that they are protected from clogging. Detailed
design descriptions are given in Section 6.2.2.2.

Tier 2 15.6-61 Revir.ieR
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Table 15.6.5-3

US-APWR Major Plant Parameter Inputs Used in the
Post-LOCA Long Term Cooling Analysis

Parameters Values

Atmospheric pressure
(for large break LOCA)

System pressure
120 psia (*)
(for small break LOCA)

Core Power 102% of rated power (4540 MWt)

Decay Heat 1971 ANS, infinite operation plus 20%

Boric Acid Source

RWSP

Boric Acid Concentration Maximum (2.4 wt.%)

Volume Maximum (8Q94 _94000 ft3)

Water Density Maximum (Density at 39°F)

Accumulator

Boric Acid Concentration Maximum (2.4 wt.%)

Volume Maximum

Density Maximum (Density at 39°F)

RCS

Boric Acid Concentration Maximum (1.3 wt.%)

Volume Minimum

Density Minimum (Density at Thot + 4°F)

Saturation temperature at atmospheric pressure
(Large Break LOCA)

ECC Water Temperature RWSP maximum temperature reached during a

LOCA
(Small Break LOCA)

Operator Actions Credited (**)

Notes:
(*) Corresponding to the boric acid congruent melting temperature of 339.8°F
(**) To perform the switchover from RV injection mode to the simultaneous RV and hot leg injection mode.

MIC-03-15-
00001
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RWSP
3.5.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.4.1 ------------------------ NOTE ---------------- [24 hours
Only required to be performed when containment
air temperature is < 32°F or >120'F. OR

In accordance with
Verify RWSP borated water temperature is a 320F the Surveillance
and < 1200 F. Frequency Control

Program]

SR 3.5.4.2 Verify RWSP borated water volume is
> 683•3479920ft3 (597,800 gallons).

[7 days
DCD 06.02.

OR 02-64
MIC-03-16-0

In accordance with 0009
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program]

SR 3.5.4.3 Verify RWSP boron concentration is > 4000 ppm [7 days
and < 4200 ppm.

OR

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program]

SR 3.5.4.4 Verify isotopic concentration of B-10 in the RWSP [24 hours
is > 19.9% (atom percent).

OR

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program]

US-APWR 3.5.4-2 Reyms*eR 3



RWSP
B 3.5.4

BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

reactor coolant in the RCS is mixed with the refueling water stored in the
RWSP. With the repeated mixing of each cycle, the isotopic concentration of
B-10 of the refueling water in the RWSP can gradually decrease over a long
period of time. The depleted B-1 0 of the boric acid solution in the RWSP can
be recovered by increasing the overall boron concentration or the B-1 0
isotopic concentration itself. The requirement to verify the B-1 0 isotopic
concentration is only required if the boron recycle subsystem is used.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

During accident conditions, the RWSP provides a source of borated water to
the SI and CS System pumps. As such, it provides containment cooling and
depressurization, core cooling, and replacement inventory and is a source of
negative reactivity for reactor shutdown (Refs. 1 and 2). The design basis
transients and applicable safety analyses concerning each of these systems
are discussed in the Applicable Safety Analyses section of B 3.5.2, "Safety
Injection System (SIS) - Operating," B 3.5.3, "Safety Injection System (SIS) -
Shutdown," and B 3.6.6, "Containment Spray Systems." These analyses are
used to assess changes to the RWSP in order to evaluate their effects in
relation to the acceptance limits in the analyses.

The RWSP must also meet volume, boron concentration, and temperature
requirements for non-LOCA events. The volume is not an explicit
assumption in non-LOCA events since the required volume is a small fraction
of the available volume. The deliverable volume limit is set by the LOCA and
containment analyses. For the RWSP, the deliverable volume is different
from the total volume contained since, due to the design of the tank, more
water can be contained than can be delivered. The minimum boron
concentration of 4000 ppm is an explicit assumption in the main steam line
break (MSLB) analysis to ensure the required shutdown capability. The
safety analysis assumes that the boron has the isotopic concentration of
B-10 found in natural boron (19.9 atom percent).

The maximum temperature is an assumption in the steam generator tube
rupture analysis; the minimum is an assumption in the MSLB.

For a large break LOCA analysis, the .m.inimum, w"ter"'.,Umo limit of 329,150
gelleReminimum recirculation water volume limit of 43,000 ft• (321,700
g and the lower boron concentration limit of 4000 ppm (at the natural
B-1 0 isotopic concentration) are used to compute the post LOCA boron
concentration necessary to assure subcriticality. To secure this minimum
water volume in the accident, RWSP needs to store boric acid water a
6133,340@-alel79 920 ft3 (597.800 gallons) during normal operation. This
water volume also bounds the ECCS and CSS pump NPSH Requirements.
The large break LOCA is the limiting case since the safety analysis assumes
that all control rods are out of the core.

SMIC-03-16-0
0009

MIC-03-16-0
0009

US-APWR 
B 3.5.4-2

US-APWR B 3.5.4-2
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AND SEVERE ACCIDENT EVALUATION

US-APWR Design Control Document

The key assumptions for LPSD are summarized below;

Key assumptions for IE of LPSD

a. Loss of the SFP cooling function and boric acid dilution events are excluded from
initiating events of LPSD since these events are not risk significant.

b. During shutdown, a LOCA caused by pipe rupture is unlikely to occur because the
reactor coolant system is at low or atmospheric pressure. Only LOCA events that
occur by operator error are considered in LPSD PRA.

Key assumptions for system models of LPSD

a. In the case of loss of CCW/essential service water, operator will perform alternate
charging pump cooling in order to maintain RCS injection by establishing the
injection flow path from FSS tank to charging pump and from charging pump to
the FSS tank, and starting the FSS pump.

b. In case a LOCA occurs in the RHR line, operator will perform the isolation of the
RHR hot legs suction isolation valves.

c. In case the RCS water level decreases during mid-loop operation and the failure
of automatic low-pressure letdown isolation valve occurs, operator will perform the
manual isolation of low-pressure letdown line.

d. When the RCS is at atmospheric pressure, gravity injection from SFP is effective.
Operator will perform the gravity injection by opening the injection flow path from
SFP to RCS cold legs, and supplying water from RWSP to SFP. The validity of
this function is determined from prviu•c PR.A\ ctudioca system analysis and
calculations determinina the loss of RCS inventory due to boilinq as a function of
time and the minimum gravitv injection flowrate at atmosoheric oressure.

e. When the RCS is mid-loop operation with the closed state, it is assumed that the
reflux cooling with the SGs is effective. The validity of this function is determined
from the preiuc" PRA. studio.calculating Deak RCS temperatures and pressures
durinn various mid-loop POS scenarios as a function of time with consideration of

DCD_19-547

DCD_1 9-547

the time reauired for successful operator mitigative actions
i I J

f. The success criteria of mitigation functions for LPSD PRA are established based
on the engineering judgment, taking into account the similar success criteria of
level 1 PRA at power, the decay heat, plant configuration and so on.

g. '.'aINouc oguiPmon8tc W:ill be poccible tom~porar; in the contEainmont during 6PS
.p..ation for m-intonanc.. How o.r, thoro Bor f.W pocibilitioc that theos
matoralsi fall inotho sump bocauco the dobric inooporiAntaldo tho cum~p
of I8 A-- . (-oo Chaplto 68, Subsootion 6.2.2)Various temporary eauipment will
be possible in the containment during LPSD operation for maintenance. However,

MIC-03-19-
00007

it is unlikely that these materials reach the RWSP heraeiis, dehri.s inte.rm.ntnr• •re.
.. . . ... .is ........... ........... .......... ...... ....... .....se ..b.is .nter ,e to. are

installed over the SG compartment floor openinas and within the headerP
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compartment (see Chapter 6. Subsection 6.2.2). Therefore, potential plugging of
the suction strainers due to debris is excluded from the PRA modeling.

h. During plant shutdown, the operability of I&C systems used for mitigation
functions such as RHR, charging injection, RWSAT replenishment by refueling
water recirculation pump are frequently checked through maintenance activities
and evolution of plant operating states. Local I&C equipments of these
components as well as the safety logic system can be checked and the I&C
hardware are considered to be reliable during plant shutdown. Local I&C
equipments of the safety injection pumps, which is a mitigation function during
plant shutdown, may not be operated or tested during plant shutdown. However,
the DAS can be used to initiated safety injection when the I&C systems have
failed, and therefore, signals to actuate safety injection pumps are also reliable.
Manual operation of the safety injection pumps through the DAS is available
during plant shutdown.

i. Restoration of I&C equipments can be performed within a short period of time by
exchanging the faulted card.

j. One of the characteristic designs of the US-APWR is installation and removal of
the in-core instrumentation system (ICIS) from the top of the RV head. Operators
can start to remove (before refueling) and install (after refueling) the ICIS after the
end of RCS draining as shown in Figure 19.1-23. This action cannot be done
during RCS draining, which results in an extended duration of mid-loop operation.
During actual plant operation, the action to install or remove the ICIS is performed
when the RCS water level is above the top of main coolant piping (MCP). In
addition, high SG installation level of the US-APWR design enables to keep water
level higher than the top of MCP during installation or .o.....al SG nozl_ dam.•1,
SG naint...... and hydrogon p....ide oper"tionremoval of SG nozzle dams
and SG maintenance. The LPSD PRA conservatively assumes that the actions
are done with water level at the center of MCP. This assumption is used in the
estimation of allowable time to core uncovery after a loss of RHR.

The release categories for the low power and shutdown conditions are defined on the
basis of plant operational states (POSs). Frequency and source terms for each release
category are quantified and the significant large release sequences are evaluated. The
results of source term analysis are used for the inputs of offsite dose evaluation.

Release category for the low power and shutdown (LPSD) conditions is classified into two
groups as below.

" Filled RCS state

" Mid-loop Operation State

Among the POSs for LPSD conditions considered in the US-APWR PRA, only POS3,
POS4, POS8, POS9, and POS11 are considered for the release categories and source
term evaluation to represent whether containment is open or not. In POS3, POS9, and
POS11, which are categorized as the filled RCS state, the equipment hatch is expected

I MIC-03-19-
00007
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Table 19.1-119 Key Insights and Assumptions (Sheet 6 of 48)

Key Insights and Assumptions Dispositions

5. Refueling Water Storage Pit

- The RWSP is located on the lowest floor inside the containment. 6.3.2.2.4
The coolant and associated debris from a pipe or component 6.2.2.2.5
rupture (LOCA), and the containment spray drain into the RWSP
through t40Refe-overflow pipes.

- Four independent sets of ECC/CS strainers are located in the 6.3.2.2.4
RWSP as part of the ECCS and CSS. The strainer design 6.2.2.2.6
includes redundancy, a large surface area to account for
potential debris blockage and maintain safety performance,
corrosion resistance, and a strainer hole size to minimize
downstream effects.

- The RWSP is the protected, reliable, and safety-related source 6.2.2.2.5
of boric acid water for the containment spray and safety
injection.

- The RWSP is designed to with sufficient capacity to meet long- 6.2.2.2.5
term post-LOCA coolant needs, including holdup volume losses.

- The RWSP also is used to fill the refueling cavity in support of 6.2.2.2.5
refueling operations.

MIC-03-19-
00007
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Table 19.1-119 Key Insights and Assumptions (Sheet 31 of 48)

Key Insights and Assumptions Dispositions

LPSD assumptions

1. Freeze plug may not be used for US-APWR because the isolation
valves are installed considering maintenance and CCWS has been
separated individual trains. Therefore, the freeze plug failure is
excluded from the potential initiator.

2. Hydregon pae-ido additin ime adoptod intoad of a.-,`tion bcaOu.cc
it dooero-acac- the dur-ation of the m~id loop eporation: hydrogon
peromide addlione opcmtien decs Rot roguiro mid loap duraition. Ac a
mosult of adepting hydrogen parexddc addition whieh Is dGna at a
highor SG Rnozzl loYGl, the mnid loop oporatfion iA noodod only to
drain the SO prim~arY aide waterw"Ole, thuG raduBOin avorall duratian
Fmid loop operation.

3. Redundant narrow range water level instrument and a mid-range
water level instrument are provided to measure mid-loop water level.
Installation of a redundant water narrow level instrument enhances
reliability of the mid-loop operation. A temporary mid-loop water
level sensor that measures the RCS water level with reference to
pressure at the reactor vessel head vent line and cross over leg is
installed in addition to these permanent water level sensors to cope
with surge line flooding events.

4. When the RCS is mid-loop operation with the closed state, the reflux
cooling with the SGs is effective.

COL 13.5(7)

5.4.7.2.3.6

Figure 5.1-2

19.1.6
19.2.5
COL 19.3(6)
COL 13.5(6)

6.2.2

DCD_19.01-
10 SOl
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5. Ve.'eiou eguipmants w~ill be possiblo tempeomr, in tho aontainment
during 618G POSDO 16rtinFo maintananoc. Hewe.cr, thcro arz few
Poccibilitioc that thoco matRialc81 fall int the GUMP bacaSucc the
01br90 ntar18Optor i- inc,,^.od On the .u.p of US APWR.Various
temporary equipment will be possible in the containment during
LPSD ooeration for maintenance. However, it is unlikely that these
materials reach the RWSP because debris interceptors are installed
over the SG compartment floor openings and within the header
compartment (see Chapter 6, Subsection 6.2.2). Therefore, potential
plugging of the suction strainers due to debris is excluded from the
PRA modeling.

Tier 2 19.1-938 Re~n4
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Docket No. 52-021
MHI Ref: UAP-HF-12135

Enclosure 3

List of Figures to be Updated for GSI-191 and
Transmitted to the NRC as Part of the Seismic

Tracking Report

This is a list of the layout drawings which will be updated for GSI-1 91 design changes and
included in the Seismic Tracking Report. Although these drawings are affected by
GSI-1 91 Closure Activities committed to in MHI Letter UAP-HF-1 1449 dated December 21,
2011, they are also affected by the seismic design change in the US-APWR DCD. Since
the Seismic Tracking Report is planned to be submitted to the NRC as committed in
seismic closure plan of MHI letter UAP-HF-12082, the drawings are not included in
Enclosures 2 and 3 "US-APWR DCD GSI-191 Tracking Report" (with and without SRI,
respectively) to avoid redundant or conflicting changes.



List of Figures to be updated in the Seismic Tracking Report

Chapter Section Table / Figure Living DCD Page Summary of change

Tier 1 Figure 2.2-5, 2.2-10 2.2-39, 2.2-44 US-APWR Architechtural Layout R/B (EL 25'-8" and Section View)

Tier 1 Figure 2.2-17, 2.2-18 2.2-51, 2.2-52 Flood barriers and water tight doors R/B (EL 13'-6", 25'-3")

1 1.2 Figure 1.2-5, 1.2-6, 1.2-12 1.2-55, 1.2-56, 1.2-62 Power Block Plan View (EL. 13'-6", 25'-3" and Section view)
1 1.2 Figure 1.2-17, 1.2-18, 1.2-24 1.2-67, 1.2-68, 1.2-74 Reactor Building Plan View (EL. 13'-6", 25'-3" and Section view)

3 3.8 Figure 3.8.1-9 (Sheet 2 of 4) 3.8-169 Reactor Building Plan Veiew EL. 25'-3" (temperature gradients)
Figure 3.8.3-6 (Sheet 6 of 7, 7 of Interior Compartments Wall Layout and Configuration (East West Section View,

3 7) 3.8-197, 3.8-198 North-South Section View)

3 3.8 Figure 3.8.3-9 (sheet 1 of 3) 3.8-207 Layout (Containment Internal Structure Pressure Loads)

3 3.8 Figure 3.8.4-3 (sheet 1 of 2) 3.8-223 Layout (R/B Critical Sections)
3 3.8 Figure 3.8.5-2 3.8-243 Layout (Cross Section of a North-South Orientation)

Figure 3H-2 (Sheet lof 2 and Seet

3 3H 2 of 2) 3H-17, 3H-18 Layout (Lumped Mass Stick Model)

3 3K Figure 3K-4, 3K-5 3K-81, 3K-82 Layout (Location of Watertight Doors and Flood Barrier Walls)
6 6.5 Figure 6.5-5, 6.5-6 6.5-25, 6.5-26 Safeguard Component Area and Penetration Area (EL. 13'-6" and 25'-3")
8 8.3 Figure 8.3.1-4 (sheet 4 of 5) 8.3-135 Class 1E electrical equipment layout (EL. 25'-3")

9 9.4.6 Table 9.4.6-1 9.4-79 Capacity change of reactor cavity cooling fan
9 9A Figure 9A-4,9A-S 9A-621, 9A-622 Layout (Fire Zones and Fire Areas EL. 13'-6" and 25'-3")

Layout (Location of Radiation Monitors at Plant EL. 13'-6", 25'-3" and section

11 11.5 Figure 11.5-2d, 11.5-2e, 11.5-2k 11.5-38, 11.5-39, 11.5-45 view)
Figure 12.3-1(Sheet 2 of 34, 7 of Layout (Radiation Zones for Normal Operation/Shutdown section view, EL. 13'-

12 12.3 34, 8 of 34) 12.3-117, 12.3-122, 12.3-123 6" and 25'-3")

Figure 12.3-2 (sheet 4 of 10, 5 of Layout (General Plant Arrangement with Post Accident Vital Areas EL. 13'-6" and
12 12.3 10) 12.3-153, 12.3-154 25'-3")

Figure 12.3-3 (sheet 4 of 10, 5 of Layout (Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP: 1 hour After Accident EL. 13'-6"'and

12 12.3 10) 12.3-163, 12.3-164 25'-3")
Figure 12.3-4 (sheet 4 of 10, 5 of Layout (Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP: 1 day After Accident EL. 13'-6" and

12 12.3 10) 12.3-173, 12.3-174 25'-3")
Figure 12.3-5 (sheet 4 of 10, 5 of Layout (Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP: I week After Accident EL. 13'-6" and

12 12.3 10) 12.3-183, 12.3-184 25'-3")
Figure 12.3-6 (sheet 4 of 10, 5 of Layout (Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP: 1 month After Accident EL. 13'-6"

12 12.3 10) 12.3-193, 12.3-194 and 25'-3")

Figure 12.3-11 (sheet 4 of 10, S of Layout (Post Accident Radiation Zone MAP: 1week After Accident EL. 13'-6" and
12 12.3 10) 12.3-207, 12.3-208 25'-3")
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